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HURRICANE KATRINA DEVASTATES THE GULF COAST
A major American city in chaos. More than a million citizens suddenly homeless.
one wall of water overtopped a floodwall
proteering the eity's Ninth Ward during
the peak of the storm. This caused water
levels to rise 8 feet or more in some areas of
BY ZARNI HTUN
the eity. In addition, breaches in canal wa.tls
also contributed to the flooding. Two
D ays before Hurricane Katrina hit, offleials examples of breaches that occurred were in
from state, local, and federal ageneies made the 17th Street Canal, which is used for
almost non-stop conference calls dis- drainage and runs through New Orleans to
cussing how Katrina could be the "big" one, Lake Pontchartrain, and the London
a storm that could devastate New Orleans. Avenue Canal.
They made sure all the plans for food,
The Army Corps of Engineers
claim that it may take 40
days to drain the city of
water. A computer simulation that the engineers are
using suggests that it may
take up to twice that
amount. Water is reportedly dropping by up to half a
foot a day in some areas
which may be dry within
two weeks. Pumping is the
major method being used
to drain the city now. The
U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers claim that 37 of
An eleven-year-old girl's foot, having been in
the city's 174 pumps are
water for days
·
not working. Engineers are
still working to get those
water and security were set up but even pumps started. Teams are also working to
before Katrina hit, some of these. plans alear debris, which includes corpses, in
began to collapse. National Guard troops order to clear some pumps and stor·m
in other states waited for orders that never .. ·drains. Equipment is coming in from all
came and were instead told to wait for an over the world to aid in the effort.
offi cial plan and a chain of command to be installed. Trucks loaded
wi th water and ice were not stat;ioned as originally proposed and
when they were instructed fmally
to move, they were launched to
areas hundreds of miles away from
the survivors most in need. Local
offleials waited days instead of
U~
hours for aid to arrive.
Hurricane . Katrina has
The American Red Cross
been one of the most destructive tropical
cyclones ever to hit the United States, launched a drive to recruit 40,000 voluncausing extensive darnage _to · the coastal teers to care for survivors. Red Cross
areas of Louisiana, · Mississippi and spokesman John Degnan has recruited
Alabama on August 29, 2005. By the late 36,000 volunteers in the field and estab- .
morning of that day, the storm had caused lished 675 shelters throughout the country.
the levee system of New Orleans to col- But he Stresses that there needs to be both
lapse, which ensu~d in subsequent flooding more volunteers and shelters. The
of most of the eity, a large part of which lies Louisiana Department of Health and
below sea level. The darnage caused by Hospitals raised the state's offleial Katrina
Katrina is estimated to have surpassed that death toll to 1?4. Meanwhile, in
of Hurricane Andrew, making it the most Mississippi, 211 people have been concostly natural disaster in U.S. history. The firmed dead and in Florida, the death toll is
darnage is currently believed to exceed one at 7. There has been no updated offleial fighundred billion dollars. Over a million ure yet from Alabama, which also sus~ained
people were displaced . Katrina has left much darnage during the storm.
The federal government has faced
approximately five million people without
electricity and it may take up to two critieism due to its performante in the
months for all power to be restored. More aftermath of Katrina. The New York
Times reported that the Federal
than half ofNew Orleans is still flooded.
Management
Agency
Some of the water flooding the Emergency
famed city is due directly to Katrina but (FEMA) only dispatched seven of its
twenty eight urban search
and rescue teams to the
area before the hurricane
hit despite the National
Hurricane Center's warnings of a possible cataclysmic natural disaster.
Authorities have said
they will remove the cvacuation order on Sunday for
part of Plaquemines Parish
but a Reutcrs reporter in
the parish found nearly all
the houses destroyed and
many submerged in water.
Federal
offleials have
\
arrested
259
people for
A now-homeless fämily leaves the city on foot
looting, possessing stolen

The Darnage

WAYSTO

HELP
The student ·response has already made
an immediate quality of life difference
for many people. Still, much more
needs tobe clone.

_..I._
The floodwaters were 20 feet-deep
in some places.
vehicles, felony gun charges, drug possession and resisting arrest. Some federal offleials have placed the cost of Katrina's darnage at between SlOO billion and S200 billion. Congress has so far approved S62.3
billion for hurricane relief. Bush has promised that more requests will q>me.
If Federal Reserve policymakers
coul~ vote immediately, they'd most
likely raise short term interest rates
out of concern that Katrina rnight
harm the U.S. economy more by
boosting inflation than by slowing
growth. However, Federal offleials
remain undecided since consumers
are not likely to react well to an
increase in already high gasoline
prices. Starring from September 10,
policymakers will meet for ten days
to gather information from companies,
industries and individuals on how Katrina
is affecting the economy. On September 20
they will meet, along with the presidents of
the twelve Federal Reserve banks, who will
give presentations on regional conditions.
The storm has sent energy costs soaring,
which both impedes economic growth and
increases inflation. The central bank can
lower interest rates, which stimulates
spending, or fight inflation by raising rates,

The darnage caused by Katrina
is estimated to have surpassed
tbat of H urricane Andrew,
making it the most costly natural
disaster in S. history.

The temponuy residence of a displaced man
which further impedes demand.
The U.S. economy has grown at
about 3.5 percent rate over the past year.
Several analysts estimate that since Katrina
has destroyed hu ndreds of thousands of
jobs, about half a percentage point will be
sh~ved off the growth rate for the second
half of the year. But they also propose that
the reconstruction will create jobs and
therefore boost growth next year..
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1. Contact your local chapter of ~e
Red Cross to learn about local shelters
set up for evacuees. Students can put
in an hour or more at an area shelter
distributing food, childcare, etc.
Contact information for the Red Cross
of Dutchess County can be found at
the donation table in the Campus
Center or by calling 471-0200.
Oliestions, contact st964@bard.edu.

2. Set up tables araund campus to
inform people about the situation,
answer questions, and accept donations
on behalf of a charity organization. To
volunteer at the Campus Center or
tablewrite to st964@bard.edu.

3. Organize beneßt concerts on campus and in the community, perhaps
bringing representatives from aid
organizations to speak about students'
role in the relief effort.
4. Write a petition to Congress and
make it available for students, fac;ulty,
and community · memben t0
Encourage individuals to contact their
Congress-people and urge a stronger
commitment to the relief effort.
Piease note that a petition is currently
circulating the school and can be
found at the don:i.tion table in the
Campus Center.

5. Encourage people to speak to family members about making contributions to the relief effort. If interested
in hosting, families should refer to
www.MyFamilyCanHelp.com.
6. Donate unwanted clothing to the
security officeoutside the front door to
the old gym. In addition to dothing,
the following items are also needed:
disposable diapers, games and toys,
school supplies, sheets and blankets,
paper goods such as plates, cups, and
tissues, cleaning supplies, single serving snacks such as pop tarts and cereal
bars, peanut butter, heat-and-eat foods
like chili, stew, canned pasta and vegetables. All donations will be sent to
shelters through the Red Cross and
other national charities.
7. Several students are looking into
the logistics of a food drive; if you
would like to help out or have any useful information, please write to Sam at
ss984@bard.edu.
8. Urge local and national businesses to
get involved, or perhaps to match the
donations raised by students. Contact
Andrea at am844@bard.edu.
Contact Stephen at st964@bard.edu
with any additional ideas.
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The Federäl
Response
Too little, too late
BY

SARAH

MARTINO

On Friday September 2nd, 2005, President
Bush signed a bill passed by Congress. that
gave 10.5 billion dollars in aid to the relief
effort in New Orleans. On September 3rd,
he ordered 7000 active duty forces to the
area. Unfortunately, it was Monday,August
29th, four days earlier, when Hurricane
Katrina arrived in the eity ofNew Orleans
with 140 mph winds, breaking two of the
levees that were meant to proteer the city
from the rising waters of the Mississippi
River, and causing unbelievable darnage
and flooding that killed hundreds of people, rendered hundreds of thousands
homeless, and destro}'ed an entire eity.
Thousands of people crowded into shelters
and some were left for days without food
or water.
The failure to act swiftly and
effectively in. getting aid to the people of
the Gulf Coast has largely been placed on
the Federal Emergency Management
Agen~y, a division of the Department of
Homeland Security. The Director of
FEMA, Michael Brown, was responsible
for organizing the Federal effort in New
Orl~s. Yet despite the fact that the storm
was predicted to hit the city on Monday
morning, and New Orleans Mayor Ray
Nagin called for an evacuation of the eity
on Sunday, Bro:.m waited until a few hours
after the storm hit on Monday to send a
memo to Homeland Security Secretary
Michael Chertoff requesting 1000
Homeland Security workers to be sent to
the area within 48 hours, and 2000 within
seven days. The 48 hour lag was due to the
fact that workers required approval from
their supervisors and 24 hours of disaster
training before being sent in for relief.
Brown was aware of this time period
before the Hurricane hit.
According to the Washington
Post, Brown also requested that in order to
coordinate fue and rescue efforts, local fue
and rescue departments outside Louisiana,
Alabama and Mississippi should not serid
trucks or emergency workers into disaster
areas "without an explieit request for help
from state or local governments."
Brown has come under fue not
only for his slow handling of the emergency, but for his comments and credentials. On September 1st, Brown told CNN
that he predicted a large death toll in New
Orleans, and added, "Unfortunately, that's
going tobe attributable a lot to people who
did not heed the advance warnings." It was
reported in Newsday and Time that positions on Brown's resume were inflated to
make it seem that he had more previous
experience with disaster management than
he did. Brown's Iongest running previous
position was as the comrnissioner of the
International Arabian Horse Assoeiation.
In the past week, many have called for
Brown's resignation, including senators
and the Editorial staff of the New Orleans
Times-Picayune. As of Friday, September
9th, Brown was called back to Washington
D.C. by Chertoff, and although he has not
yet been relieved of his pos\tion at FEMA,
Brown is no Ionger overseeing the efforts
in the Gulf Coast. Vice Admiral Thad
Allen, chief of staff of the U.S. Coast
Guard, has replaced him.
The critieism has been directed
not only at Brown. A major issue that has
come into play is preparedness-although
it was predicted days in advance that the

storm would hit New Orleans, and though
seientists and New Orleansjournalistsand
government offleials have been saying for
years that the eity was in danger, Chertoff
said that while they were expecting overflow from the l~vees, the breakage of the
levees was entirely unexpected. He said
that in terms of giving _warning, "nature
was unhelpful." Chertoff adamantly
defends the handling of the Situation and
contends that the government is doing
everything within its power. As far as the
levees are concerned, blame is being passed
back and forth between local, state, and the
Federal government as to who was responsible for making sure the levees could
withstand a category four or five storm.
Senator Mary Landrieu of Louisiana [D]
claims that the President failed to fund the
fortification of the levees, and she actually
threatened to "punch" Federal offleials who
blamed local government fo r mish:mdling
the situation.
Disapproval has come from all
sides of the political spectrum. Many have
made the point that FEMA became ineffective due to budget cuts, which some

Democrars eire as resulting from increased
tax cu ts and spending on the war in Iraq.
Republicans too are equally upset. Most
have simply expressed their shock and disappointment in the government's ability to
come to the aid of their own people.
Former House
Speaker
and
Republican Newt
Gingrieb raised
the question on
many
people's
minds: "If we
can't respond faster than this to an event
we saw coming across the Gulf for days,
then why do we think we're prepared to
respond to a nuclear or· biological attack?"
It has been brought up that the response
would have been faster if so many top
White hlouse officials were not on vacation; Bush hirnself was at his Texas ranch.
The question has also been posed of
whether the response would have been
faster if such a large proportion of those in
need of help were not black and poor.
In an attempt to combat the critieism, there has been a major darnage con-
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trol effort both finaneially and politically.
Republican Ieaders formed a joint HouseSenate review comrnittee to Iook into how
prepared the government was for a disaster
of this magnitude and how it was handled.
Democrars have asked for an independent
committee
to
investigate the
situation.
On
Thur .sday,
September 8th,
Bush requested
51.8 billion dollars more from Congress, and it was passed
a day later. FEMA is now handing out 100
million dollars worth of S2000 debit cards
to hurricane survivors. Parts of the city
remain flooded with water that is now
toxic, and the search continues for bodies
and survivors. It will be rnany years before
New Orleans is restored and rebuilt, and
the memory of the destruction that
occurred there will outlive the reconstruction process. However, Hurricane Katrina
will be a natural disaster to go down in history--not only because of what did happen, but also because of what didn't.

[Chertoff] said tha t in
terms ofgiving warning,
"nature was unhelpful. '·

efforts, but convocation fund monies, wishes to support students in our target
intended for student clubs, cannot be population-those who have just started
donated directly.
the eleventh and twelfth grades-whose
Dean of Students Erin Cannan, educations have been interrupted by this
who attended the Kline meeting, said that tragedy."
as an academic institution Bard must
At the Kline meeting Stephen
commit itself to educating its members emphasized that, despite the political conBY MICHAEL BENHABIB
about the events. She said the school troversies surrounding the hurricane,
would soon plan "some sort of teach-in or Bard's most immediate concern ought to
With the exception of rising gas prices, conference about this."
be giving aid. As a result of his initial
Dutchess County seems a world away
According to Bard adrnissions, organizing many students have organized
from the gu1f. Indeed, as the Hudson the school is enrolling four displaced stu- sub-groups with specific responsibilities.
Valley prepares for fall and the school year -dents, and at least one is already on cam- Among others, junior Josh Klein-Kuhn is
begins at Bard, life in Red Hook remains pus. At the towft.mecti• ~'PUSP t
. .
TI! . . s
.
. r Sam 'I
unchanged in the face of the widespread stated, "we've bad about a dozen mqwres take place durmg mtercesswn, seruo .
destruction of an American city. Yet there and we are probably equipped ro take six Smitb is preparing a canned ~ood dnv~,
ten
students
is a developing student and administrative to
on
campus." junior ~oah, ."v~estip .is circ~atmg a peuresponse to the tragedy, and members of Un~entandably, the admissions staff says tion that asks congress to appro~riate
the Bard community are on track to do that many inquires come from students more funds to th~ '!Jfe~t.ed areas a.o,~mvest
in prevention of future tragedies, and
what they can for the relief efforts.
freshmen Morgan Nesbit, who was
In the days immediately folone of the fust srudents to respond to
lowing Katrina's destruction, disparate
the tragedy, is trying find housing for
groups of Bard students organized
displaced persons in the homes of
independently. Freshman Morgan
Bard students and professors. Other
Nesbitt and Kassandra Braun, themimportant work .includes volunteering
selves just acclimating to Bard after
for the Red Cross and helping out in
finishing L&T, held a bake sale just
shelters, so·me which are opening in
days after the disaster that raised
New York State.
1,400 dollars.
The situation in the south is
Junior Stephen Tremaine, a
expected
to last several years, which
New Orleans native who has become
means
that
sustained fundraising will
a major force in Bard's humanitarian
be
an
arduous
task. · Bard students
response,_reveals that he is one ·of five
have
already
mobilized
beyond their
Bard students from the city of New New Orleans native Stephen Tremaine
campus
center
donation
tables. Last
Orleans. Stephen allied the various heads ilP a relief effort meeting. Photo by
Saturday,
a
contingent
of
Bard stustudent efforts behind a unired front.
Sam
Smith
dents
went
out
in full force to Red
As oflast Wednesday he said they bad
raised a total of five thousand dollars and who were previously adrnitted but chose Hook's annual Hardscrabble D ay street
collected 130 bags of clothing.
· to enroll elsewhere. Simon's Rock College festival. Meanwhile, in the multipurpose
Stephen articulated his views of Bard's Dean of Admissions Leslie room, another group of students held a
about the events at a town meeting in Davidson reports that their college has, so daylong benefit concert. Money raised by
Kline, organized with the blessing of far, enrolled one displaced stud~nt, but has Bard students goes directly to the Red
President Botstein and attended by sever- room for at least ten· and hopes to fill more Cross.
Volunteer Karen Trindle, who
al admirtistrators. He believes that the of those slots.
calls
herself
the "bake-sale captain" of the
biggest problern in the country is rnisinBoth Ms. Davidson and Mary
fund
raising
effort, sat in the campus cenformation. He thinks that, at least in the Backlund, the Director of Adrnissions at
ter
last
Thursday
bellind a table of delecBard community, informing people about Bard, say students will be adrnitted on an
table
home
baked
sweets.
the horrors of what is. going on will result individual basis. That means that while
Karen explains that, "In a situain more -action.
the semester has already begun there is no
"If all of you, and I know you all firm deadline for emergency adrnission. tion as drastic as this there is no choice
do, have something of a human under- ·M s. Davidson writes, in an email to [but to help]." When a man from buildstanding of what is happening right now nationally public;ize Simon's Rock's emer- ings and grounds overpays, five dollars for
in the south, [the] simple, basichumane gency adrnissions program, "Although we two cookies, Karen smiles and thanks him.
instinct of compassion has to take over."
haven't set a firm deadline, students In fact, she says, this is not uncommon:
Matthew Wing, Secretary for should ideally begin classes on or before "Almost everyone gives more than we ask
The Centtal Committee who represented Monday, September 12, which would for [the baked goods]. It is wonderful."
Karen is not unique in her readistudent government at the meeting, mean completing the application next
. hess to help, but she is only one of the sevechoed Stephen's insistence on a commu- week."
nity response.
Simon's Rock, in accordance with eral thousand members ofBard's commu"As inCllviduals and as a commu- its rnission as a college for students under nity. If anything can galvanize Bard and
nity we have a choice to either watch it eighteen, is prepared to accept displaced broaden the on-campus relief efforr, it just
happen or to become apart of it."
high school students. In that same email rnight be the visibility of those who are
Matt stated that the student gov- Ms. D avidson writes, "Simon's Rock also already fervently committed.
ernment is ready to assist in the relief

Bard's
Response
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C enso ring

Museum , the Performing Arts freedom." H owever, which instituti ons world. " I mmediately, critics focused on the
Center, and the Cultural will actually be housed in the C enter has Drawing C enter for its exhibits that
. Building. The mem orial con- yet to be determined, as the victim s' fa mi- aUegedly attac ked Bush administration
of rwo separate pools· lies, ptanners,andpoliticiansareembroiled policies. Most notably, one illustration at a
where the twi n towers o nce in a debate over what the nature of a Drawing Center exhibit depicted a hooded
figure holding -a barbed-wire chain spelling
Center srood, and a ptaza fiued wirh memorial sire should be.
lush g reenery con necting the
The controversy over the Cultural out the word liberty, clearly refe rencing the
1:\-vo. Names of th e victims will be Center officially began in early June when Abu Ghraib pri~on scandal, titled "A
BY REB ECCA GIUSTI
in scribed in bricks su rrounding the pools. D ebra Burlingame, the sister of a pilot who Glimpse of Wh at Life in a Free Country
There will be six acres dedicated to the di ed when American Airlines fligh t 77 Can Be Like." Another drawing, called
L ast week, as the fourth an niversary of the
memorial and the cost is estimated at ove r crashed into the Pen tagon on September "H omeland Security," showed four planes
September 11 attacks approac hed, the
$350 millio n. Planning fo r the
swoopi ng down from the sky toward a
L ower
Manhattao
D evelopment
Mem orial Museum is still underway. . .
naked woman with her legs spread
Commission called in top medi ator Pcter
Curren tly tl1erc are no artifacts or ~
open.
Woodin to help guide talks regarding wh at
specific ideas fo r what will be_housed .,
Various
VICtJms' fami ly
is to become of the former W orld Trade
."
in the museum, and a director has yct
groups, which insist they are not
~·'.!-.., ~-:.!· . . ~
Center Site. Among othe r problem s
;.~(~ ~
to be selected. H owever, developers
advocating censorship, argued that the
~~l-=~
·: ~1..
developers face at Ground Zero, such as
'1 f' ""
4t ...-6_l~
promise the building will be at least
_.
Drawing Center was an "inappropri~~~-!1,
secu ring funding and agreeing on a design
... ,......,,,_.
,.:(,~ '
110,000 square feet. The Performing
ate
institution for a site where so
·~~~~#~
for the site, development has been further
~.....: ..
many people died." One prominent
Arts Center is slatcd to house the
stalled due to the heated. debate currently
Joyce Intern ational Dance Center
group, September's Mission, stated,
being waged over what institutions should
and the Signature Theater C ompany,
"this is not the place you want to have
be allowed to occupy the proposcd cultural
as weil as serve as host to m e Tribeca
political discussion of debates of an
building and what these in stitutions
sort because people died here." The
Film Festival. Frank Gehry agreed to
should be allowed to exhibit. Although
design the building, but soon afterDaily News contributed to the debate
origi nally the Drawing Center was meant
wards the Performing Arts Center ;-t
by attempti ng to discredit m e
to be housed in the Cultural Center at
was excluded from the $500 million
Drawing Center, depicting exhibiGround Zero, directors of the gallery witchfundrais ing drive that was meant to
tions fro m several years back as "silly,
drew from the site in late August when
fund reconstructi on of the entire site.
self-important, half-baked pieces of
victims' families argued that there should
'poli tical ar t. "'
~ .Mt, .i A . ... _
_ - :.
be distinct guidelines on what type of art- The L ower M anh attan D evelop ment lJtJ While directors of th e
work ca n be shown. there. Since then, Commission has agreed to earmark A Glimpse ofWhat Life in a Free Country
Drawing
Center attempted to negotiattention has become more focused on the $50 million for the cons?"uct_ion of Could Be Like #6 detail b Am Wilson
ate, they held that it would be imposthe Center, but constructLOn 1s cur'
' Y
Y
I nternational Freedom Center (IFC), also
rently delayed until enough funds to com- 11, published an editorial in the Wall sible for them to limit m e types of artwork
meant to be housed in the Cultural Center.
plete the project are available. The final Street Journal arguing that the site is "a they would show at the site, as art instituCritics of the IFC continue to fight for
building set to occupy the site is the memorial that stubbornly refuses toreturn tions depend fust and forem ost on freestrict regulation of the nature of exhibiCultural Building. Norwegian architecture to [September 11]. Rather than a respect- dom of expression. Although the D rawing
tions housed in a building they believe
firm Snohetta designed the proposed ful tribute to our individual and collective C enter gained support from the art comshould be wholly dedi cated to preservi ng
building, whi ch was supposed to house the loss, [visitors] will get ä slanted history les- munity as weil as many New Yorkers, m ose
the sancti ty of the si te.
Drawing Center, a not-for-profit in~ titu- son .. .they will be served up a heaping for- opposed to me institution were much more
The currcnt design for Ground
tion focusing on the exhibition of draw- eign policy discussion over the greater successful in me battle. G overnor Pataki
ero consists of four separate cultural cenings, and the Intern ational Freedom meaning of Abu Ghraib and what it por- demanded an "absolute guarantee" that the
ters: the. M emorial , the Memori al
Center, which is "ded icated to the story of tends for the country and the rest of the D rawing Center and the International
Freedom Center would. ptocced ':...,.....that Roberts has sat in judgment of so few affirmative action are also likely to be
respect for the sanctity of me site." H e
cases means that there is little tangible evi- Roberts critics. In December of 1981,
stated, "We're not going to let it turn into
dence of his judicial philosophy, tb us Roberts wrote a scathing response to a
an anti-American, anti- freedom, or quessh rinking the g rounds on which report on affi rmative action by tl1e chaj_rtioning the values of New York." In the
D emocratic sentaors cao object. Also, man of the U.S. Commission on Civil
end, the Drawing Center decided that it
despite his short service as a Federal judge, Rights, saying, "There is no recognition of
would bebest not to fight for its spot in me
Roberts does have the sort of resume one tbe obvious reason for failure: the affirmaCultural Center. Currently, its directors
would expect of a Supreme Court justice. tive action program required the recruiting
are searching fo r other sites downtown
Roberts received both his A.B . and JD. of inadequately prepared candidates."
BY CHRISTINE Nl ELSEN
wim the help of the Lower Manhattan
from Harvard University. H e has served as
Roberts's supporters point to the
D evelopment C ommission, which agreed
a clerk fo r Second Circuit Judge Henry fact that Roberts, whatever his personal
On July 1st 2005, Supreme Court Justice
to donate $150,000 for relocation efforts.
Friendly, for Justice Rehnquist, as Special views, is for strict interpretation of the
Sandra D ay O 'Con.nor resigned her seat
In a Statement regarding its decision, m e
A ssistant to the Attorn ey General C onstituti on. Therefore, altl1ough he has
on the highest court of the country, leaving
William French Smith, as Associate referred to abortio n as a "tragedy" and
in her wakc a turbulent controversy over
Counsel to President R ega.n, and as believes it was not in the Supreme Court's
whom P resident Bush would nominate to
Principal D eputy Solicitor General under jurisdiction to decide the case, he says that
succeed her. On July 19th, the President
Ken Starr. In 1993, Roberts became a he believes in adhering to precedent and
announced hi s ch oice: John Roberts, a
partner in the W ashington law firm of therefore is not in favor of opening the
man who at first appeared to have opinHogan and Hartson, and stayed there until abortion issue up again.
ions as bland as his name. Just days earlier,
me current President Bush nominared
If there is one thing that players
on July 15th, Chi ef Ju stice Willi am
him to the District of Columbia circuit in on both sides of the political spectrum can
Rehnquist was treated for a fever in a
2003. According to Roberts's biography on agree on, it is the gravity of m e Situation .
Virginia hospital, bringing to light the
US Department of Justice website, "Mr. Supreme Court justices serve for life,
possibility of a second retirement. Upon
Roberts has presented oral arguments which means th at the decisions made by
his relcase Rehnquist firmly stated, "I am before the Supreme Court in more than Bush and the legislature of today will still Drawing Center said it would "continue to
not about to · annou nce my retirement. I tl1irty cases, covering the full range of the be directly influencing American law for
stand for artistic freedom."
will continue to perform my duties as chief Court's jurisdiction."
decades to come. Bush hirnself voiced that
Now all involved in reconstructjustice as long as my health permits."
Roberts has rece ived mixed understanding wh en he nominared ing Ground Zero are focused on m e nature
Sadly, it was less man 1:\-vO months later, on reviews from various group s. The Roberts.
of exhibits to be held at the International
September 3rd, that the Chief Justice's American Bar Association gave Roberts
"When a president chooses a jusFreedom Center. Again, me victims' famhealth gave way altogether. N ow the coun- their highest endorsement. Many civil tice, he's placing in human hands the ilies argue for specific limitations regarding
try is faced with the rare si tuation of two rights interest groups have not. Legal authority and majesty of the Jaw. The decime subject matter. One statement released
vacancies on the Supreme Court, one of M omentum , an orga nization which, sions of the Supreme Court affect the life on me website T ake B ack ehe J\l!emorial
them being that of Chief)usticc.
acco rding to their website, seeks to of every American. And so a nominee to said, "So long as there is but one square
I n a move both shocking and "advance the rights of womeri and girls by that court must be a person of superb creinch housing dialogue, debates, artistic
politically logical, just two days after using the power of the law," authored a dentials and the highest integrity, a person impressions, or exhibits about extraneous
Rehnquist's death Bush announced that repo rt on Roberts's record on women's who will fai thfully apply the Constitution historical events, the IFC is in appropriate
he would be nominaring Roberts to fill tl1e rights. The repo rt reads, "He took numer- and keep ou r founding promise of equal and _a slap in the face to the victims, their
Chief Justice's seat instead of O 'Connor's. ous positions directly antagonistic to justice under law."
families, and everyone affected by the
If confirmed, Roberts will be m e youngest women's rights, arid, in particular, to the
Senator Charles Schumer says
September 11 attacks ." A New York Post
Ch.ief Justice in more than two centuries. right of women to have information about that the Democrats' goal at this poi nt "is to editorial
declared ,
"Anti-American
Roberts h as served less than three years on and· access to abortions . .. Moreover, in the figure out what kind of justice J ohn
activism of m e sort implicitly embedded in
the Di strict of Columbia Circuit, and two cases in which Roberts participated Roberts will be." The Senate Started its
me IFC and Drawing Center is inapprowhile his law experience is impressive directly involving abortion rights, his legal first hearing on Roberts on Monday, a priate at any memorial site." These critics
overall, his experience on the bench pales theories were countered by Justice process that willlast aU m e week and be
have argued that the source of the "an tiin comparison to previous Chief]ustices.
O 'Connor in her opinions, suggesting that undoubtedly rigorous. Barring an excep~m_eri~anism" underlying the cultural
H owever, it could very weil be Roberts would not be a moderate conser- tional
occurrence,
however, most
mst1tut10ns at me world Trade Center Site
Robert's inexperience that secures hi s vative Ju stice following in Ju stice Republicans and D emocrars in the Senate
is due to those responsible for funding.
place on the Court and in history. The fac t
Continued on page 6
O 'Connor's foo tsteps. " Proponents of anticipate that Roberts will be confirmed.

Freedom ofExpression at the sists
International Freedom

~

......
..

...

...,

John Roberts

Poised to become
next Chief]ustice

{(This is not the place
you want to have
political discussion of
debates of any sort
because people died
h ere. "
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Bard's New
Conservatory
BY BANNAH SHEEHAN
AND
A NI TüNCHEVA
None of the new faces on campus this
semester have long iridescent whiskers.
Not a single one is covered in white fur.
Beady red eyes and an almost consistently
twitching nose are decidedly uncommon
physical features. But nevertheless, exactly
twenty-one of these new faces belong to
Iab rats.
Whil e th ey were spare d th e
uncomfortable side effects of drugs not yet
approved by the FDA, they have, however,
agreed to participate in an experiment of
sorts, as these students are the first to enter
Bard's new conservatory.
A Bard conservatory was fust
proposed a few years ago, but many revic
·
an
were ma d e to th e concep t bewre
swns

two years in Julliard's pre-college program,
he went on to study compu ter science and
electroengineering at Yale, in addition to
his music. He's continued to pursue his
studies in both of these diverse fields at
Bard: "I play piano ... and I play the computer."
The Conservatory is an integratthe college through the doubleof
part
ed
degree program, however it has little to do
with the Music Department academically.
I
Conservatory students do have access to
the same practice space and sharing these
resources has been the cause of some tension between the college's two music divisions. "I've heard a Iot of complaints about
no practice rooms being available and that
they're taking over our space," said junior
]im Bertini, though he feels most of these
concerns are unfounded.
As classma te ] esse Ritholz
· obs~rved, these :ears ~tem from_ an overall
~eeling that mus1c _IT_JaJOrs are bem? tre~te_d
like second-class CJtJzens. And while thJs IS
not necessarily related to the Conservatory,
the amount of attention has resulted in
bruised _feelings. ~here ~a~ always been an
emphas1s on class1cal trammg and the new
program makes this bias more evident. "I would expect this anywhere
else, but I came to this college for a
reason," said Ritholz. It seems that
jazz musicians at Bard still have to
for the resources that are so
readily available to others. "We take
•
ourselves seriously, so [the college]

A common misconce ption

among students is that the
Con servatory will eventuall y fight
II
rep 1ace t h e COn ege S illUSlC
should
program.
J

actual program could be designed. "The
fust thing was to come up with a distinctive idea," said Conservatory D irector
Robert Martin. A unique approach to this
longstanding traditionwas essential to garner support for such an ambitious project.
After due consideration, it was
decided that what would set this music
program apart from any other would be a
mandatory second major in a non- music
field. Other colleges, such as Oberli n, have
offered similar opportunities for students,
but only as an option. A majority of these
double-majors eventually decides to abandon one field and pursue the other exclusively. Making a second degree mandatory
was Bard's way of ensuring that the program maintained the college's dedication
to a strong liberal arts education.
When the board of trustees and
President Botstein approved the idea,
Martin set out to assemble the faculty,
many of whom come to Bard from prestigious conservatories, like Curtis and
Julliard. "I went to people that I really
respected and knew had the reputation
that would attract students," he explained,
"I started with one." Martin invited friend
and renowned concert pianist Richard
Goode to teach. Other prominent professors followed, each with his or her own
established music career.
The Conservatory attracted a
!arge pool of applicants, because of its
impressive faculty and the unique opportunities the program has to offer, as weil as
the recruiting efforts of Martin and
Associate Director Melvin Chen. Potential
students had to audition and also go
through the college's regular application
process.
Those accepted are now participating in a perpetually evolving program.
Following Botstein's suggestion, a special
. Conservatory Seminar replaced the
sequence of music history and theory
classes that had been a part of the curriculum.
The master's program is even
more adaptable at this stage. Xin Tong, the
Conservatory's only graduate student, is
designing his own course of study. Like
many others in the program, his academic
interests are widely varied. After spending

also take us seriously," he
conti nued.
misco nception
common
A
among students is that the Conservatory
will eventually replace the college's music
program. However, Martin insists that neither is meant to undermine the other, as
the two programs have separate faculty,
budgets, and functions.
The program will accept about 30
students annually, expanding to a total of
140 students by the 2009/2010 academic
year. Although the Conservatory is still in
an experimental stage, it will be a continuous presence on campus from now on.

fus t with a Bard person on the board."
The head of the Bard Democrats,
Ali Church, mirrored Becker's Sentiments.
"I am glad that someone directly connected to Bard has finally realized the opportunity that inclusion in local politics can
•
mean for this institution. As Dean of the
College, she has been very supportive of
the students in the past and I hope that
she continues this support for us, especialBY CHRJSTINE NIELSEN
ly now that it may very weil be Bard students' votes that elects her. n
Notall students, however, view the
On Monday, September 5th, Dean of
Students Erin C annan received the venture in a purely positive light. Some
D emocrarie nornination to the Town of fear that a conilict of interest could arise
from one person sharing the.roles ofDean
Red H ook Town Board.
The Democrarie caucus, held at of Students at the College and Town
the home of Town Supervisor Marirose Board member.. While the benefits to the
Blum Bump, was open to all registered Bard community seem self-evident, the
heavily conservative townspeople of Red
Democrats.
a_ ~ Hook and Tivoli may not
professor,
Bard
~'"'+'- feel likewise grateful. If
D ean of International
-- Dean Cannan is elected,
,
Studies, and faculty adviit will set a new precedent
emocrars
D
Bard
the
sor to
and work toward blurring
Jonathan Becker believes
the line between the powthat D ean Cannan's nomers of the College and the
powers of the local community.
Becker
Professor
offered this viewpoint: "I
irnagine that some students are anxious about
Erin's candidacy because
they see her as an enforcer
of Bard rules and regulaL~
tions. H aving served as a
very important issues that Erin Cannan, Dean of
the Town Board decides Studentsand new candi- Dean of Students some
years ago, I can say that
.
or, rninimally, influences. date. Ph oto by L ea K1 emman
.
she is in a difficult posJThese range from controlled development and the preservation tion. However, I would hope that students
of open spaces to the treatment of stu- would understand this. I am sure that the
dents by law enforcement officers. For entire Bard community, including stuexample, last year the Board passed a dents, would benefit greatly from her
measure that would have split Bard into . election. I can only hope that they turn
two voting districts, effectively disenfran- out to vote."
as~u~n~o!!':p!:"------,l'.
D ean........,L:II;""'an·n""a·n·,-"w 'h•o,_,w~
chising many students who moved residence halls since their last registration. posed in her nomination, now faces the
T he measure was ultimately rolled back, • elections, which will be held on
but it never would have happened in the November 8th.

Dean Cannan
Nomin ated to
Town Board

'4

Central Committee Pushes for a New Stude nt
Social Space

According to W ing, the Bard
Administration also believes that as long
as students treat the space better than they
did the Old Gym, a social space would be
BY EMJNE GOZDE SEVIM
a great addition to campus life. Dean o
Students Erin Cannan reports that a few
To a freshman or a sophomore, the Old
years ago the estimates for a new space
Gym is simply the building where Campus
built by SMO G or the renovation of the
Security is located. For those who have
Old Gym would both take about three
been at Bard College for more than two
rnillion dollars, according to steel prices at
years, however, this old building, located in
that time.
central campus, invokes the memory of an
This subject will be the primaryj
indoor social space where students could
concern of the Central Comrnittee this
hang out, smoke, drink, and attend the gigs
year. W ing believes that the effort should
ofbands like The Unicorns and The Shins,
come from individuals to obtain and
as weil as the infamous Drag Race.
maintain such a place. It's possible that the
Nowadays, the Old Gym also
Old Gym will be turned into storage space
represents the nurober one issue on 'the
or additional classrooms, but either
agenda of the Central Committee.
way there will be no more "Oid
According to Matt W ing, the
Gym" as students once knew it. What
Secretary of the Central Committee,
the Central Comrnittee is striving for
the Bard student community has
is the construction of a new social
reformed itself and is now ready to
space where people don't have · to
have a coinmunal social space again.
compromise their living space and
The Old Gym was closed
will be able to gather and enjoy music
down at the end of Spring 2004 as a
wlthout damaging the place O( their
result of various concerns. Most
weil being with substance abuse.
importantly, because of the age of the
W ing and the Central
structure, it was reported by the
Committee are getting ready to make
:Jown of Red Hook that the building
an official proposal for a new social
no Ionger met flre safety regulations.
space, however as Wing says, "lf apaThe building now acts only as an
thy rules, then nothing will happen."
office space for Bard Security. With
Wing calls for collective action and
the elimination of the main campus
asks for the involvement of individuparty space, all organized parties Once the natural habita t for Bard students in als for construction of such a place.
were hosted in dorms, mainly on search of fun, the Old Gym is now home to
The project will start Spring 2006 at
North Campus, such as Robbins and
the earliest.
uth e man." Photo by Lea Kleinman
M anor. The SMOG shed by the soccer field has become an alternative space
for concerts. The Multi-Purpose Room
also hosted a few shows last year, however,
it is still mostly used for lectures and other
events.
In an interview with the
ObseiVer, Wing pointed ou t that the closure of the Old Gym has had both good
and bad results for the Bard community.
As ' there is not a big social space for students to gather and drink, EMS calls in
the past year have significantly decreased.
On the other hand, students who live in
the dorms where registered parties take
place have had their living space compromised on many Friday and/or Saturday
nights throughout the past year.
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Gay M arrl. age ~ajoy
Vl.ctor1·es Abroad

was not allowed to address parliament as Zapatero was.
While the Populist Party insists
that the issue is not a debate between
Catholics and non-Catholics, the overwhelming majority of Spaniards are
adding another laye r to the
Catholic,
BY KATHERJNE AL]INOVIC
debates. T he Catholic C hurch strongly
On June 30, 2005, the Spanish parliament opposes same-sex marriage, with Pope
voted in favor of legalizing same-sex mar- Benedict XVI calling it an expression of
riages in Spain. While somewhat surpris- 'anarchic freedom' that threatens the future
ing due to the fact that Spain is an over- of the family. The church views th e deci_ sion to legalize
•
,
w h e I m i n g 1y
gay marriage as
•·
Roman Catholic
an unjust blow
their
country,
to the instituaction followed
tion of marriage,
similar decisions
reducing it to
by Belgium and
the status of a
the Netherlands
'
contract.
light
where same-sex
supHowever,
marriages have
gay
of
porters
been legal for
g e
a
i
r
r
a
m
two and four
the
at
rejoiced
years respectivepassage
law's
ly. Spain also
and celebrated
opted to grant
at the annual
same-sex cou- A newlywed couple in Spain
pride parade
gay
ples the right to
the law's
following
Saturday
the
Madrid
in
adopt children and to receive inheritances,
argued
they
support,
Expressing
approval.
something that other countries who have
family
eruich
fact
in
would
law
the
that
legalized same-sex marriages have_ not
and
it,
sti.fle
not
family,
of
t
concep
the
and
always clone. Following closely on Spain's
overdue.
long
was
decision
this
that
heels, Canada became the fourth country
to legalize gay marriages this July. Indeed, polls sugges t that the majority of
Furthermore, Denmark, France, Sweden, Spaniards back this decision, though thouGermany, Finland, and Switzerland all sands have now rallied against the law, urging lawmakers to take action and have gay
currently recognize same-sex civil unions.
The decision to legalize same-sex marriages declared unconstitutional. I n
marriage in Spain was not a Straightfor- addition, some local mayors have stated
ward one. While the Prime Minister, Jose that they will not officiate gay marriages
Luis Rodriguez Zapatero spoke in support under any circumstances.
D espite this, though, nearly 5000
of gay marriage, many disagreed. In partiebcen married so far, and it
have
couples
war, ·the Populist Party, led by Mariano
this number will continthat
likely
seems
Rajoy, feit that the decision would divide
coming months, markover
increase
to
ue
Spanish society and favored the recognisame-sex couples in
for
victory
major
a
ing
tion of civil unians without using the word
elscwhere.
and
Spain
marriage. Some also felt it unj ust that
long as rebel movements and militiamen
proliferate within the country. The UN has
had to increase its troops from 11,000 to
17,000 since May 2005 so that further
tension in the region can· be reduced. The
possibility of elections seems almost
impossible in this former Belgian colony,
given that since its independence in 1961
following the succession of the Katanga
region and the first republic rebel movements and foreign intervention have dominated the Congo. More than three million
Congalese have lost their lives in one of
BY NEESHA FAKJR
Africa's Iongest running civil wars with
much apathy on the part of the internaEvcn though President Joseph Kabila of
tional commun ity and the recently created
the Democrarie Republic of Congo has
Union. Much of the opposition in
African
publicly reaffirmed his commitment to
the Congo comes from rebels facing possiholding elections in 2005, the prospects of
ble trial at the I nternational Criminal
this promise being fulfilled are increasingCourt fo r crimes against hu manity.
ly grim. The main issue at hand is that
to
according
M eanwhile,
there is still a significant degree of contention between the Congalese people, the
multilateral forces, and the ruling rebels
who seem adam ant on destroyi ng the
Congol~se
peace process.
Using the slogan "peace and security," Kablia has held onto the hope that
the DRC will eradicate any mili tary intervention from its neighbors. The DRC has
endured a history of coups and foreign
intervention by its neighbors as with the
Reuter's, the Rwa ndan government is
Ugandan/Rwandan Intervention in 1998extraditi ng Interhawame Hutu militi amen
2000. P residen t Kabila hirnself was
from Rwanda fo r their role in destabilizing
installed in 2000 after a failed assassinathe eastern region of Kivu in the Congo
tion of his father th en outgoing President
an d breaching a 2003 peace agreement.
Laurent Kabila.
Even United N ations Secretary
Legal elections in the DRC
G eneral Kofi Annan has expressed conremain a necessity fo r the democratization
cerns to the UN mi ssion in the Congo
process, and many Congalese people
(MON UC) about the growing hum an
believe that the corning of elections would
rights abuses that are occurring ""i thin the
mean an end to all wars. H owever, said
country. T he Truth an d Reconciliation
prospects are likely to remain dorm ant so
agreement, various peace accords, as weil

Democracy
Struggles to
Take Root in
the Congo

More than three million
have lost
their Jives in one of
A.fi-ica's langest running
civil wars.

IFC. continued from page four
exhibits that showcase how civil liberties
I n her Wall Streec ]ournal edito- in this country have been curtailed since
rial, Ms . Burlingame condemns the September 11. Eric Foner, radical-left
alleged political agendas of many of the history professor at Columbia University
IFC's top donors. She writes: "The public who, even as the bodies were being pulled
has a right to know that it was [Human out of a smoldering Ground Zero, wrote,
Rights First], joined by the American Tm not sure which is more frightening:
Civil L iberties Union, that filed a lawsuit
th ree months ago against D onald the horror that engulfed New York City
Ru msfeld on behalf of detainees in Iraq or the apocalyptic rhetoric emanating
and Afghanistan. I t was Human Rights daily from the White H ouse.' George
First that ftled an amicus brief on behalf Soros, billionaire faunder ofOpen Society
of alleged 'dirty bomber' Jose Padilla, an Institute, the nonprofit found ation that
Ame rica n cttlzen who the J us ti ce helps fund H uman Rights Fust and is an
D epartment believes is an al Olteda early contributor to the I FC. Mr. Soros
recruit. I t was H uman Rights Ftrst that has stated that the pictures of Abu Ghraib
has called for a 9/11-style commission to 'hit us the same way as the terrorist attack
investigate the alleged torture of itself."'
Mayor Bloomberg attempted to
detainees, complete with budget authority, subpoena power and the ability to bridge the gap between the museum plandemand that witnesses testify under ners and the victirns' families, stating,
oath." Ms. Burtingame argues that Tom "The challenge for the curators is going to
Bernstein, "the driving force behind the be: given the context of where these culIFC" and president of Human Rights tural institutions are, what's appropriate
First is "salivating at the prospect ofhold- here?" Meanwhile, the Lower Marthattan
ing forth on the 'perfect platform' where Development Commission remains dedicated to the idea of erectthe domestic and foreign
ing a cultural institution
policy [he] despjse[s] was
at the W orld Trade
~..1'
• , ·',
born." She continues her
Center site despite the
~
list of left-leaning develmany obstacles it faces.
-:: _/
opment Ieaders: "In fact,
In a recent report, the
•
the IFC's list of those who
explained,
LMDC
"
are shaping or influencing
"Culture has the potenthe content and programtial to infuse the redevelming for their G rou nd
opment with hope and
ero exhibit includes a
energy drawn from the
Who's W ho of the human
human spirit." And those
Guantanamorights,
in support of the IFC
obsessed world: Michael
confirmed, "We remain
Posner, executive director Homeland Security
fully and enthusiastically
at H uman Rights Fi rst
who is leading the world-wide "S top committed to creating the IFC-in
Torture Now" campaign focused entirely Snohetta's inspiri ng building on the
on the U.S. military. He has stated that World Trade Center site-as an integral
Mr. Rumsfeld 's refusal to resign in the part of the living memorial ro September
wake of the Abu Ghraib scandal is 'irre- 11." Recently appointed mediator Peter
sponsible and disho norable.' Anthony Woodin was the administrator for the
Romero, executive director of the ACLU, September 11 Fund, which compensated
who is pushing IFC organizers for victims and their families. The hope is
that he will be able to ease the tension
as the All Intrusive peace agreemen ts have
the two sides and a suitable
between
not been implemented, and the MONIC
will be made concerning the
agreement
mission is therefore trying to set up serniIFC.
the
of
future
nars and workshops on the democratizain New York's art commuMany
tion process and the inclusion of women in
nity are concerned that the hypersensitivthe elections. The elections have not been
ity to "un-American art" at the sanctified
scheduled for a fixed date but must occur
Ground Zero site has resulted in attacks
as mandated by the new constitutionon exhibits in other art galleries. In a
before the end ofJune 2006.The new conSeptember 9 article in the Cotham
stitution of the D RC effectively replaces
Gazette, Jonathan Mandeli writes,
the transitional constitution.
11 has spawned a new art
"September
T he United Nations has the
art.' In recent
'inappropriate
movement:
arduous job of overseeing the elections and
and the DaiJ.
Post
York
New
the
editions,
ensuring that they reach 166 constituenLower
recent
a
criticized
have
News
cies. Registration for the elections ended
entiexhibit
Council
Cultural
Manhattan
three weeks ago and accordi ng to
promwhich
oor,"
D
the
at
Knock
"A
tled
M ONUC news, si nce August 26th only 5
ised to "explore the relationships between
million have been registered, which is less
artists and authority in the post 9/ 11
than 18% of the registered population. The
[and] raise public awareness of the
world,
DRC's population is about 60 million,
retreat of our most basic rights."
current
however turnout might be only 28 million .
N ews editorial condemned the
Daily
A
It is most likely that 90% of the
as "puerile," "in questionable
exhibition
S100 milli on needed fo r the election will
inappropriate," consid"simply
and
taste"
come from foreign donors and internaplace over the armivertake
would
it
ering
tional aid agencies. The new constitution
D espite the intense
11.
September
of
sary
may be a step towards securing the process
the D oor" is still
at
Knock
"A
criticism,
for democratization. It contai ns much
over the annivershown
be
to
scheduled
hopeful rhetoric with prornises of free priThe fate of the
11.
September
of
sary
mary education. Elections and democratiand a long
certain
less
is
however,
IFC,
zati on will come if a number of disaste"r
in the
involved
those
for
ahead
is
battle
seenarios are avoided, including belligertenor
The
memorial.
the
of
construction
ence by the Interhawame and the FD LR
summabest
perhaps
is
situation
the
of
rebels, the recalcitrant dictatorship that
rized in the words of architecture critic
has been the vehicle of oppression fo r the
Paul Goldberger: "W e like to think of
entire country, and the astronomical debt
York as the nation's most cosmopolNew
that the DRC owes to the international
a place in which the independcity,
itan
communi ty. In post-independence, neofreedom and values of art and
and
ence
colonized Africa, elections have a difficult
not questioned by anybody, [as
are
culture
path to beat through raging communal
is over. But that debate is
debate
that
if]
and ethnic conflic t, and democracy's suc-.
and Ground Zero is the
over,
really
never
cess hinges largely upon whether the curthat debate back to
bring
to
way
perfect
rent Congalese dictatorship is fully comeven in New York. "
fore,
the
rnitted to the process.
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Class of 2009: The Biggest Class EVERB t t. b.
septthem~erk~·
u no as 1g as you _ 1n
1

200 5

.

BY KATHERINE AL]INOVIC

Returning to Bard this fall, each upperclassman seems to have the same questions: Who are all these new freshmen and
where did they all come from? How many
of them are there really? And how is this
going to impact the . future of Bard
C ollege,? Many students chose Bard for its
small studentlfaculty ratio, intimate environment, and beautiful natural seninglarge portions of which seem to be disappearing due to the desperate need for more
housing and academic facilities.
D espite estimates of the size of
the freshman dass ranging from 550 to
600 among the majority of the student
body, in reality, according to registrar Peter
Gadsby, the freshman dass has only 498

students-only areund 50 more than the
current sophomore dass. He daims some
confusion on this point has been created by
"the size of the L&T dass, which was
slightly higher due to certain transfer and
PIE students participating in tha{." He
also daims that the average dass sizc has
not been affected by the large size of the
new dass, and that other than the addition
of multiple introductory-level courses and
more sections of First Year Seminar, not
much has changed. While he would not
directly address the increase in the studentlfaculty ratio, he did ci te a search for
more professors that is currently underway
in order to improve that situation.
Gadsby was also quick to state
that Bard is "not in any way looking to
increase the size of its student body," since

"the small classes here are what make this
placc so special and unique ." He also made
clear that, in his opinion, not much has
changed since last year and that the college
will do all it can to makc sure that things
continue to run smoothly in an academic
capacity. '
However, many students remain
disappointed. Thc freshmen themselves
have complained that they feel it was more
difficult for them to get into dasses on registration day, though, as one freshman who
wishes to remain anonymaus stated, "that
was only how it seemed to me--I can't
really say, since I've never been through
registration before." Furthermore, many
upperclassmen have expressed their disappointment and disgust with the new situation, lamenting everything from the fact

that, as Sophomore Kelliann Diienno
states "all these beautiful paths are gone
now to make space for new dorms," to the
complaint of several juniors that the "college is losing its unique and intimate feeL"
It must be stated, however, that some are
not displeased with the change. "The more
people the better," Sophomore Evan Pritts
stated enthusiastically when asked how he
views the new freshmen as impacting the
college.
Indeed, Gadsby seemed to share
this view, saying that the freshmen dass
willleave its own unique mark on the college and that the upperdassmen will
always be nostalgic for the way Bard was
when they entered as freshmen.
The adrnissions office could not
be reached for comment.

Freshmen profiles ... a sampling of first year flavor brought to you by Noah Weston .

Photos by M ekko H arJO

Brooklyn, NY

H ow is Bard meeting your expectations? It's
pretty much everything I expected. I was pleasantly surprised by the .security guards. We'd all
been swimming ... and [security] said, "Be careful
of the rocks!" It's nice to see someone's not out to
get you.
Wh at do you want to study? Literature and
Creative Writing. ·
Let's assume you can hold a rainbow: whom do
you give it to? Meni Shakur
Finish this song lyric, "If you hug me, there's a
price... " ...Another case of seltzer.

H ow is Bard meeting your expectations? The
food's great. Cole H einowitz is a goddess and I
will marry her someday. Everyone's very articulate
here and aesthetically pleasing and very beautiful.
They're also open enough to have an underwear
party.
What do you want to study? Flim and literature.
Let's assume you can hold a rainbow: whom do
you give it to? ~ole H einowitz or Kaja Engle.
Finish this song lyric, "If you hug me, there's a
price ... " .. .You infringe on my caprice.
Cleveland, OH

How is Bard meeting your expectations? It was
not exactly what I expected. It was just different.
I like it a Iot.
What do you want to study? Physics and film.
Let's assume you can hold a rainbow: whom do
you give it to? I would wave it in front of a leprechaun. And I'd say "Look who's go the rainbow
now, bitch." Because I think they're cocky about
being at the end of the rainbow.
Finish this song lyric, "If you hug me, there's a
price ... " ...My breasts might lactate.

H ow is Bard meeting your expecta tions? It's
good. The dass sizes are what I expected .
Professors are helpfuL The atmosphere is nice.
The scenery is nice.
What do you want to study? Film and
Engineering.
et's assu~e you can hold a rainbow: whom do
you give it to? I would keep it.
Finish this song lyric, "If you hug me, there's a
price... " .. .A million bucks.

Miami , FL

H ow is Bard m eeting your expectations? I ·was
deceived by [their notion] of small dasses . M y
boarding school dasses had 12 or 13 people. A
dass that was supposed to have 12 now has 18.
However, I understand that there are 1500 people
and ours is the largest dass ever. I wish people
would talk more ... engage. D on't rehash the same
old argument. I don't think we're having enough
of the difficult debates.
What do you want to study? Anthropology and
Literature.

How is Bard meeting your expectations?

It
matches them preny weil. My sister went here, so
I've been here and knew what to expect.
What do you want to study? I don't know.

Let's assume you can hold a rainbow: whom do
you give it to? I'd keep it for myself. (after a
moment of contemplation) I'd give a little piece
for everyone.

Finish this sang lyric, '7[ you hug me, there's a
price... " ...I'm not that creative right now at this
phase in my life.
Kingston, Jamaica

H ow is Bard meeting your expectations? Bard
has completely met my expectations. I wasn't
even going to go to college, so this is great. The
dasses are really engaging. W e are a community
but everyone's really individualistic.
Wh at do you want to study? Film.

\1..1 •"' F. ~.:

Let's assume you can hold a rainbow: whom do
you give it to? That leprechaun from the Lucky
Charms box.
Rachel Lea G ördon
Westfield!Jackson, NJ

Let's assume you can hold a rainbow: whom do
you give it to? I would give it to you, Noah.
Finish this song lyric, "If you hug me. there's a
price... " ...That's a joke. It's free.
How is Bard meeting your expectations? They've
been exceeded. I think that says it all.
What do you want to study? Flim.
Let's assume you can h old a rainbow: whom do
you give it to? Steve Buscemi
Finish this song lyric, "][ you hug me, there's a
price... " ... I'm gonna cut your daughters and give
'em lice.

Finish this song lyric, "If you hug me, there's a
price... " But if you pay, I'll split it with you .

How much energy would be saved if ther_e were
72,000 fewer cars on the road?
lrlb<e ~tHUDm<e tHUDm<ID11lliDllt ttlht<ID.tt w <IDmilldllb<e ~<ID.w<edl fuf
<ew<eey Iht<IDmt~<elht<IDlldl fum N<ew Y<IDlflk §tt<ID.lt<e ~Iht<ID.IIDg<edl <ID. llnglhtttlbmtll1bo
Be part of the Change a Light campaign . Swap one outdated bulb for a compact Aourescent light (CFL). One CFL can last
up to ten times Ionger than a traditional incandescent bulb and uses 2/3 the energy. Save some money . Save the planet.
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Wong Kar Wai's
Trip to 2046
BY HENRY CASEY
With its slow portrait shots, and the traces of time travel
theory, Wong Kar Wai's 2046 would most likely- confuse
the hell out of most moviegoers. Luckily for them, there
·are many other fine pieces of cinema that don't eh allenge
he patience of the audience. I hear that movie with the
penguins is dope.
2046 is an amazing movie on every level. Kar Wai
sets up a beautiful series of worlds that his ever-melancholy protagonist Mr. Chow (Tony Leung Chiu Wai)
writes his way through. The story revolves around Chow's
run-ins with past and potentiallovers,jumping from one
story to another. To compare, it would be as if Memento
were actually three different stories that Guy Pierce's
character somehow jumped between. Through the stories, Chow explores the relationships he's had with

women, his own insecurities with love, and the transient
nature of love.
Chow hirnself stays in the same outfit throughout the entire movie, which gives some definition to his
character as the narrator. It's as it you're in a dream and
everyone eise is dressed like .they're going to a funeral, but
you're still in that tacky Corona pajama set that you
thought lookeq so hip at Target. T<_? cantrast with his uniformity, all of the actresses never wear the same outfit
twice. Ziyi Zhang, the most recognizable actress in Asian
cinema (especiallywhen she appears in American movies,
like RushHour 2), appears in the most lavish outfits to
blend in with her exotic demeanor and personality.
The visuals are 2046's strongest element. Wong
Kar Wai gives his imagination no boundaries in a set of
scenes about a fictional and futuristic bullet train Mr.
Chow uses to go back and forth between the plots. We do
not see how he boards the train, just that he exists on it
either metaphorically or literally. We do not know in
which direction the train is going, just that he has an
incredible dialogue and relationship with a female
cyborg. It's somewhat su rprisi ng that the fact that she is
a cyborg doesn't make the film feellike a science fiction
piece.
Sadly, the plot device of reptests even the mo~ patient
ewer. There is a multitude of
of slow close-ups of actors
actresses. They probably are
as long as they feit, but I was
able to check the time on my cell
during each and every closewithout missing anything of
any importance.
O verall, this is a fantastic
movie and definitely worth the
drive to Rhinebeck. But, for some
reason , Upstate Hlms has decided
to end 2046's run at their theater
this T hursday, which means you
only have three nights left, including tonight, to see one of the best
movies of the year.

they help him get rid of someone in another village, a
prankster like themselves. The brothers agree, but it soon
becomes quite apparent to Jake that they arenot dealing
with a con artist at all- it's all disturbingly real.
BY KIRIANNA BUTEAU
This premise is decent, given that fantasy always
requires suspension of disbelief, but my first complaint
Reviewsofthis new fantasy adventure often seem to start about the movie is that the presence of the French as
by discussing its director, Terry Gillfam, so it's appropri- antagonists rapidly became absurd. Having not one but
ate that I begin by warning that my experience with two sets of bad guys can become rather chaotic, and it
Gilliam's work is limited to Monty Python films and a clashed with the fairy tale mood. I would have been confragment of what 1 think was Brazil. However, this may tent to see Will and Jake simply go around playing their
have been an advantage for me in watehing The Brothers tricks and then accidentally encounter a situation beyond
Grimm, since going in I had few ideas about how "good" their control. The French as arbitrary, silly villains worked
Gilliam films work. Judging The Brothers Grimm on its a lot better for Gilliam in Monty Python and the Holy
own merits and not in relation to the director's other Grail (I must make Just that one comparison), and French
work, calling it an abomination is rcaching a little far, antagonists are about as overdone as the ubiquitous Arab
although critics are right that it's a bizarre piece.
terrorist.
Will and Jake Grimm (ostensibly nicknames for Outside the plot, there are other unfortunate
the historical Wilhelm and Jakob) are con men in shortcomings: flat characters (though arguably the two
French-occupied Germany during Napoleon's reign, brothers flesh out a little in the second hour) and fast
inventing fairy tale monsters and conning local villages to transitions from one scene to the next- so fast that I
pay for them to come to the rescue. However, the French would be trying to understand Scene A all the way up
mag1strate (Jonathan Pryce) finds out about this and cap- until Scene B went to Scene C. This was less of a probtures them. He threatens Will and Jake with death unless lern in the second hour, making the second hour much
more enjoyable than the first. I hear that this breakneck
speed is quite characteristic of Gilliam's work, but forme
it was still rather problematic, and I can imagine it being
troublesome for other moviegoers.
This aside, there are redeerning qualities tö The
Brothers Grimm, and, as said above, it i~ not as worthless
as some claim. Matt D arnon and Heath Ledger give good
performances; Ledger came as a welcome surprise since
Jakeis juxtaposed with Will as the romantic one (easy for
any pretty actor) but also the gawky, slightly weird one
(not so easy). The story, outside of the superfluous
Frenchmen, is quite moving on a symbolic level. And,
though the special effects are second-rate, their deficiencies actually helped because 'they send the message,
"Please do not interpret this as a work of art," and that's
the key to enjoying it. See The Brothers Grimm if you are
prepared f-or moments of mediocrity but also for a film
that ranges from the humoraus to the profound.

The Constant
· G ardener Packs a
Powerful Emotional
Punch
BY ToM

HousEMAN

Many films push political agendas via the plot of their film.
Yet where do you draw the line between entertainment and
activism? Many fllms become so focused on the message
they are conveying that they forget about the movie they
are trying to make. This Statement in no way applies to The
Constant Gardener, the newest film from Fernando
Meirelles, the director of City oJ God.
The Constant Gardener is a paradigm of modern
dramatic fllm: it is emotionally powerful without ever
manipulating its audience, and it delivers a powerful ~ndict
ment of the abuse of Mric.an Natives by drug companies
without· distracting itself from the story it is telling. Ralph
Hennes is superb, giving a performance that is both
intensely emotional and subtle, his best since Schindler's
List. Rachel Weisz takes on a very difficult role that could
have been a caricature of radicalleft-wing liberals, but she
gives a performance filled with humanity.
Justin ~ayle (Hennes) is a low-level diplomat
who has always kept his head down and hirnself out of

A Grimm Review
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trouble. But when his activist wife Tessa (Weisz) is brutally murdered,Justin will do anything to find out who killed
her. The path h~ tafeS to find the truth leads to startling
revelations and a far-reaching conspiracy that is traced back
to the British government. Justin is forced to decide which
he values more, the truth and the lives of thousands of
innocent Mricans, or his job and his own safety.
In 2003, Fernando Meirelles directed the superb
Brazilian film City oJGod, which put him on the list of.foreign directors who have received acclaim in Arnerica; such .
as Alfonso Cuaron (Y Tu Mama Tambü!n) and Walter
Salles (The Motorcyc!e D iaries). However, while these two
directors used their success to make big budget commercial
films (H arry Potter and the Prisoner oJ Azk.aban and Dark
Water respectively), Meirelles has stuck to his roots by making The Gonsfant Gardener, a low budget drama that
exceeds its predecessor in quality ofboth direction and acting.
If there is a flaw to be found in The Comtant
Gardener, it is what was left out of the film rather than
what the film contains. Meirelles and writer Jeffrey Caine
could have made The Comtant Gardener a political thriller,
building up the tension and the mystery surrounding
Tessa's death. They instead chose to focus on the dramatic
elements of the fllm and deal with the personal change that
Justin goes through. While some balance between the two
aspects could have been found., the focus on drama over
thriller is a creative choice, and barely hinders the fllm in
both fascinating audiences and delivering its message. The
Constant Gardener is still a fantastic film that manages to
wet the eyes of the audience members, and whet their
appetites for more work by Meirelles, who continues to
prove hirnselftobe an excellent filmmaker.
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One Man Against
Pornography
I

BY ETHAN PORTER

On any given Saturday, a group of graying white men
gather in Union Square, New York to pass out pamphlets
condemning the "police state,~ lead chants against the Iraq
War and generally implore the crowd-a crowd that consists mosdy of wandermg NYU students-to drop their
iPods and pursue social ch.ange. At one such recent gathering, one speaker took to the megaphone and demanded,
with rather colorfullanguage, that, because the "stakes are
so high," the crowd must stop dancing, swimming and
engaging in any kind of activity that might distract from
the Revolution. The message, in short, was to cease having
anything that ·might resemble a perfecdy decent good
time.
Ben Shapiro, ,a twenty-th.ree year old Harvard
Law student who also happens to write a nationally syndicated, ultraconservative newspaper column, might nod
along Wi.th sentiment that is, for lack of a better term, antifun . At least, that's what one can derive from his new
book, Porn Generation, which is ostensibly dedicated to
exposing the supposed filth and perversion at the center of
American culture, but is, quite honesdy, among the most
perverted 200 pages ever written. The generation on the
verge of inheriting America, Shapiro argues, has been
warped and effectively reduced to nihilism by the powerful effects of pornography, which (according to Shapiro),
pervades our society like never before. And he's not just
talking about the sort of stuff that you have to go into the
backroom of a video store to buy; to Shapiro, the whole of
pop culture, from Academy Award-winning movies to
best-selling inusic, is essentially pornographic. What his
peers might regard as fun, Shapiro sees as not merely
deplorable, but part of a C«tastrophic social decline.

Indulging one's coarser impulses won't distract you from
the Revolution-hut it will distract you from the will of
God, which, of course, Shapiro and Shapiro alone happens
to know.
Indeed, he is a devout OrthodoxJew, and indeed,
he does, perhaps once or twice, cite ] udaic law in this book
to buttress his arguments. Yet all in all, the paltry amount
of evidence in support of arguments offered by Shapiro is
remarkable. Furthermore, it might, in fact, be somewhat
disingenuous to call what this book consists of "arguments." For Shapiro knows, a priori, that Jewish law forbids sexoutside of marriage, looksdown upon homosexuality and promotes a "traditional" view of gender differences, in which themaleis the dominant, sexually aggressive creature and the female is circumscribed to domesticity and passivity. He then proceeds through the course of
the book to highlight instances in which pop culture vehicles stray from these Standards. It seems as i{ Shapiro
combed through every single issue of Seventeen magazine,
every rap album once condemned by Dan Qyayle and
every movie from the last twenty years, in the hopes of
finding the most egregious, salacious material possible.
Assuming that was his intention, the book is a wild success. It's two hundred pages of descriptions of the flithiest
filth of American popular culture, sporadically interrupted
by stock, stale right-wing jokes and decade-old Culture
War Exhibitions: Ted Kennedy is an alcoholic! Kurt
Cobain was a out! Gangsta rap is corrupting our youth!
That sort of thing, ad infinitum, ad nauseam.
The most perverted parts of the book are
excerpts of sexually explicit material from various teen girl
magazines. Rather than condemning such excerpts and
moving on or attempting to explain them in some way,
Shapiro quotes them and then offers more detail. It would
be one thing if Shapiro did this once or twice, but once he
starts, he can't seem to stop. It's as if Shapiro were some
moralizing Preacher in the days of yore, shouting down
the demons of pornography-all the while showing a movie
of the most pornographic nature possible. Generation
Pom's ultimate perversion is that, in an attempt to knock
porn down from the public mande, it becomes nothing

Doing It Real Big is
Really Too M uch
BY

NoAH W

ESTON

In a simple, yet irnportant regard, Late Registration strikes all
the right chords with· me. Kanye's production has grown
deeper, his lyrics have become more sophisticated, and his
flow is now more adept since his brash, undisciplined turn on
College Dropout. The braggadocio has not waned either, but it
now rests firrnly between a heightened sense of introspection
and social concern only superficially present on Kanye's past
work. Likewise, even though the beats still breathe with the
same vivacity, they exceed Kanye's old soul chirp sound in
complexity and force. The progression from talented upstart
to rap icon is practically cinematic here, especially due to the
pervasive presence of film composer, Jon Brion.

Precisely because of its similarity to today's major
film soundtracks , Late Registration may stand out among
recent rap release:s, but comes tighdy narrowed in terms of
longevity. In pursuit of a filmic narrative, Kanye largely sacrifices the erratic for the composed, the raw. for the measured
and slickly symphonic. Some musicians can rock a balance
between the two styles quite successfully, but Kanye could not
throw enough tantrums to persuade me that he has risen to
such a Curtis Mayfieldian level of work. Undeniably, he and
Jon Brion took rap pwduction to new places, but the question
is whether you want to make any repeated visits with them.
When I first got a hold of this album a few weeks

·:·..:·:-:«·~x·:x·:·:···:·:<·::.:·:->·:·:

ago, I could not stop listening to it. It begins with an initially
subde lament, "Heard 'Ern Say," that. acts as a less predictable
precursor to "Touch the Sky," the exuberant jam that would
probably lead any other rap album these days. From there,
though, with only a few exceptions, the LP stays grand and
only takes a few tonal dips, mostly predictable ones, such as
on Kanye's mournful tribute to his grandmother, "Roses."
Even a solemn song like "Roses" receives an epic treatment,
with full orchestral instnimentation and choral flourishes,
indicative ofhow hard it is to come by subtlety on this album.
Every little thing on this album sounds toÖ perfect,
too measured. Bereft of the kind of quirks and frayed edges
that make a record work for a variety of moods and settings,
Late R egistration is so grand of an·experience that it becomes
almost draining to go through with each successive listen.
Again, m'uch of this stems from sensibilities shared with popular film music. W hile some films bear repeated viewing, perhaps to the point of violent eyestrain, those are not the Late
Registrations of the cinematic world, the Kanye Bruckheimer
jawns, if you will. Like a great film, a great album has more
versatility than Late Registration, an emotional variance and
depth that grips you the first and every successive time.
This is not to say that this albuin is without its
standouts. It has a few genuinely unfuckwittable shits that I
can bump anywhere. These aren't just catchy, disposable singles either. For instance, one of the real deviants in the bunch,
"Drive Slow," is a four-wheeled ode of sorts. Kanye fondly
recalls his childhood hero, the guy who actually owned a car
and thus served as a symbol of freedom to lil' Kanye. Another
notable exception, the hidden track, "Late" is a comfortable
return to the high-pitched production style that is otherwise
absent on the record. Also, despite not bringing as much topical substance as on the other songs, here Kanye t.alks shit
with his usual swagger, but with that aforementioned qualitative jump in flow. Secreted in the back, the song almost feels
like a knowing nod to those who want to see some middle
ground between the hungry, inventive up-and-comer of
College Dropout and Late R egistration's more seasoned craftsman.
Do not get it twisted, though. I feel this record, and
you probably will, as weil. But if you do Kanye numbers and
talk Kanye shit, as Kanye is wont to do, the critical burden
swells considerably. The man impresses, but you can only do
so much with sweeping grandeur, particularly when our other
forms of entertainment already blind and deafen us. While
Kanye is capable of talking through the din, he seems to have
just added to the noise. And if the perennially artful thing to
do is subvert, to change the tone, then this album falls short.
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more than really bad porn.
One could rebut that the only way to accept the
sheer ubiquity of pornography is to be confronted with it.
Yet how representative is the material that Shapiro quotes?
If one movie is filled with sex, are all movies filled with
sex? If one letter to Seventeen magazine is filled with
descriptions of linderage sex, are all teenagers engaging in
wholly irresponsible activities? Shapiro employs no
methodology to actually resolve these mat~ers. Nothing is
placed in any context whatsoever. One incident is taken as
evidence of a widespread trend. Consequendy, the book
achieves a degree of hysteria that seems entirely unwarranted.
Porn is responsible for our generation's ills-facts
an:d substantiated argumentation be damned. Whatever
Shapiro wanted to do when he sat down to write this
screed, it sure wasn't anyone's idea of a good time.
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Frog Eyes:
C anadian Delicacy
BY GRACE CONVERSE
With no expectations for Frog Eyes and no real prior
knowledge of the band except that they are self-described
"manic British Columbian Post-Punk," I was pleasantly
.,._ . .__ _ , . _ _ surprised Sunday night
by their set at S.M.O.G ..
Void of expected stage
antics or syncopated
head and shoulder swaggers·, the band captivated
the audience with the
progressions of their
sou nd as weil as, at
times, some interesting
and curious expressions
from the band members.

lt All .Feels Bad
BY CHARLEY LANNING Enter a brilliant piece of midnight nonsense imagery,
courtesy of Avey Tare, lead singer and guitarist of
Anima! Collective: "I have seen white antelopes/ I
have seen them on the road/ Eating coconuts." This
lyric was replaced, along with a number of other
words, motifs, melodies, parts, and songs far superior
to those appearing on the upcoming album Feels.
Seeing any of the shows would reveal the beast one
comes to expect out of Anima! Collective. Riding
atop a gnarling rhinoceros with the ocean and the
desert simultaneously flowing from its nostrils might
approximate how the new songs like "Banshee" and
"Turn Into Something" completely destroyed the
kids. The Feels production tames all that, makes
things feel more like just driving around in your car at
night. Except the Areade Fire's playing, every now
and then joined by a masked r'n'b artist, deep in the
back seat.
That's right, the production really kills it on
this one. Many of us have gotten the release leaked,
and rightfully so. The album is hardly the vehicle for
art it used tobe; the current trend -makes it the industry's way of spelling out and sugar-coating otherwise
.................................................................................................... •

~

interesting music. Stop putting money into the production machine. Album crafting has become referentiallike there's a textbook somewhere, everything is
succumbing to ridiculous standards of cleanliness,
faux-realism, and super-special FX editing. Anima!
Collective have something going live, a truly new
experience amidst a stagnant, self-deprecating indie
scene. lt's as if there's been collective Settlement of
standards, in which Areade Fire and Clap Your
Hands Say Yeah's 4/4 marketability and catchiness
somehow equate to merit in a sub-community that
proclaims its own singularity in the depth and sophistication of its music.
Feels songs like "Did You See The Words?"
and "Loch Raven" have been eaten up in this backwardness. The material debuted on tour has been blatantly dumbed down, and filled in with cartoon bullshit. No space in the originally spacious and haunting "Loch" is left without some extra produced goodie, some throwaway overprocessed vocal melody. The
end of that song sees Avey or drummer Panda Bear

At one point the bass player, while waiting for his cue during a vocal solo, stood stoically with his bass, head in hand,
seemingly bemused by the si nger. On another occasion he
appea:ed to be doing the robot, or maybe he was just
Stretching oddly. This, however, is beside the point; his
bass lines provided an anchor for the sound but what was
most intriguing about the setwas the seamless transitions
from purely vocal noise to a broader, fuller, more raucus
sound. There were very few moments during the set,
despite transitions between harsh and melodic sounds,
that felt jarring.
This could have been the result of either the
drummer or the singer. Often the percussion sounded lik~
another melodic instrument with smooth deep sounds and
rhythms, not the simple quick rhythms on a traditional
drum set that one would expect from a band that calls
itself "post-punk" (whatever that means). The percussion
could hold its own, but it also served its purpose as a backhone for the band, and at times served at the sole accompaniment for the vocals. Ordin arily a vocal-percussion
combination might be reserved for bands looking for a
more grating sound, but with the innovative sounds the
percussion provided the combination worked weil.
A s for the voc"als, their ability to hold their own

cooing some r'n'b oh-oh-oh's that would only make
sense in some Warnern Bros.-produced Sufjan
Stevens song about Abraham Lincoln's youth. "Did
You See The Words?" is just Areade Fire, with a slapme-in- the-face dance party piano pounding all about,
not to mention its appearance on EVERY OTHER
track. Why employ your lead singer, who's already
established and inventive on the piano, when you
could just get that pretty twin from Mum . She's so
magical, and Anima! Collective is magical, right?
Dumb ideas are at hand here.
That's sad, because the Collective's work is
usually innovative and powerful as all hell, and the
new songs were no exception. Though, the energy has
been sapped and replaced with over-stylization. It's
all in a nice, neat package now. No rough edges, no
sudden adventures. "The Purpie Borde" doesn't really freak out, it doesn't have the Stevie Wonder tribute
in the middle, it just hurries along to its perfectly
positioned parts, nothing special. After all, this is an
album, and no one wants to waste time with musical
exploration or any bullshit like that. The indie scene
is just one big dance party nowadays. Jesus, just
gimme the hook, gimme the chorus, where's the coke,
take me to the campus center. Yee haw.
So, how does an innovative, bold, completely original group of musicians like Anima! Collective
suddenly get clumped in with a bunch of garbage?
They signed to Fat Cat, firstly, subtly affirming a
desire to "get with the scene." They ultimately catered
too heavily to certain super-tightly clothed Converse
All Starboppers who put themselves to sleep at night
by repeating "cool, vintage, hip, in control. .. " That's
right, Feels does indeed break some social barriers.
Now even more scenesters can attest to the cathartic
feeling they get when they hear the word "pooool" in
"Banshee Beat," or how much they can relate to
"Flesh Canoe'"s line about "making funny faces in the
mirror of the bathroom." Yet, a broken social barrier
would be SQ much sweeter if it came with a broken
musical barrier.
Alas, this is the death of the album.
Something that used to bring to a more artistic light
already established musical ideas now feels more just
like a markering tool. Yet the album is beginning to
show a negative effect on the market since albums like
this are grabbed two months in advance by over half
the people that would've bought the album in the fust
place. The trend of emphasizing songs and studio
hoo-hah over the live experience and spontaneous
music has reached critical mass. There isn't even a
need to get radical and scream "Stop buying albums!
Free the music!," because it's already happening. And
when it all comes to a head, folks like Anima!
Collective will be fo rced to sell their music, rather
than just what a studio does to it. 2003's Here Comes
The Indian is a recording of something great, spontaneaus and real. Fee/s is the trend, it is the dance party,
it's the bad album demon, spitting fiery vomit all over
itself. Whatever one could at ont; point call the "indie
scene" is now that monster, far out of control and
plaguing everything it touches. So, kill the album and
free this music, or keep clapping your hands, sayi ng
yeah, and watch everything that is artturn into a great
big Keith Harring painting.
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was striking - there was no feeling of void when the band
stopped playing, there was a depth and instrumental quality about the acappella vocals that left no need for guitars
or bass. The singer's repetitive vocals, that at times were
just noise, at others were repetition of one phrase such as
"don't do drugs," were melodic enough, and had a surprisingly full sound. As the percussion, bass, and guitars came
together, the strength and musicality of the vocals could
transform into either just another instrument or the focus
of the songs.
Perhaps the most enjoyable moments of the set
were the purely instrumental parts where you were left
either anticipating or clinging to a versed song. When this
happened, the whole band played together: slow repetition
of phrases reminiscent of bands such as Mogwai who at
the end of their set looped the same phrase of rhythmic
noise, gradually fading out one sound after another until
just the buz.z. of the amps was left. Overall the set was
strong, the players, especially the guitar player, were witty
and in the end they all stood up, and where most bands
would simply turn off amps, wave and saunter offstage to
grab a beer, the members of Frog Eyes held hands and
bowed for their fans.

GravyTrains &
Burger Abortions
B Y Ü MER

SHAH

For about six weeks this summer, I was in the kingdom ofMorocco.
While it was a completely amazing experience which I wouldn't
change a single moment, i:here were a number of things I missed
about my life here in the states. Two things that I missed specifically, were fucking rock and roll, and gays. So upon my return from my
first international experience I was delighted that my first concert
back in the states would be Gravy Train!!!!

Anyone who knows me well or has been to a show with me

kn~ws that I take concerts very seriously. I like to get there early and

watch the opening acts, and I also like being sober. However, there
are generally some exceptions; Gravy Train!!!! shows are definitely
an exception to the latter. Seeing as often listening to their records
alone begs for intoxication, for their live shows as far as I'm concerned, intoxication is necessary. I saw the group open a Halloween
show last year for Le Tigre, and while I had a great time during their
set, afterwards I made a note to self. It read like this: "Dear Omer,
next time you see Gravy Train!!!! get drunk. "-A note to self that
most definitely came to mind a couple hours before the show.
•
Anyway, we strolled into the Knitting Factory just in time
to catch the end of Veronica Lipgloss's set, which was pretty awesome, then we headed to the dance floor because there was one to
our drunken surprise- as in, people were dancing during the opening act, which was nice. I can't say I remernher much of them, but I
was impressed for some reason or another.
Gravy Train!!!! took the stage and opened the show with a
new song, fresh off their latest for Kill Rock Stars entitled, "Are You
Wigglin'."They followed up with a crowd favorite, "Hella Nervous"
The rest of the setwas a back and forth of old songs and new songs,
and the Knitting Factory reeked of body order and booz.e. While the
new songs don't have the initial shock and awe of the older GT!!!!
tunes, "Ghost Boobs" was particularly memorable. The kids were
pretty rowdy, crowd surfing and getting reprirnanded by Ch~ for
grabhing her boobs.Junx had broken some cabaret laws, what eise is
new a GT!!!! show? Junx also at some poirrt said that this was the
best New York show they ever pla~d. Highlights of the show for
me were mostly the Hello Doctor tracks, in particular, "Burger
Baby," which is an anthem of sorts, with lyrics to make the riot grrrl
in you swoon, "BURGER ABORTIONS I DON 'T ASK IT I
DEMAND IT. "For an encore the group returned for "Sippin' 40's,"
which is hands down my favorite song by the group. They left the
audience begging for more. Mter the show the sweat-drenched
audience poured out of the Knitting Factory into the cool July air.
We raced home to the nearest internet (and for some of us, the nearest bottle of peroxide for our battlewounds) to see if we could try
and see the group again sometime before the week's end.
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tic integrity blah blah blah... D on't get
wrong. Plans isn't even that bad, but our
,
expectations should be higher.
Consider 2003's Transatlanticism a
transition album. Longtime Death Cab
fans will immediately notice a big change in
sound. Whereas their older material placed
BYTANNER VEA
more emphasis on unique guitar landscapes,
on Plans listeners will hear fewer and
Up until this year, I considered it a privilege tobe from the repetitive guitar parts and may at ti mes find
same city as Death Cab. At home, I would hear them on themselves wondering what the hell
the radio, and they were always guaranteed to play at least and Gibbard are doing, since they
a couple of nights in Seattle venues, so there was ample seem to be too busy with the instrumen
opportunity to see them live. O ver time, the band's pop- the Iiner notes credit them with playing.
ularity has slowly but steadily climbed, in part due to the
Death Cab's revamped sound
success of singer/guitarist Ben Gibbard's side projectsileges Glbbard's vocals above all eise.
most notably his team-up with electronics master Jimmy decision, in concept, is tolerable.
Tamborello, The Postal Service. Last year, at the end of Unfortunately, the product is an
their national tour with Ben Kweller, I saw D eath Cab albu m on which Gibbard's usual lyrical
play at their last night of a three-night homecomiflg run, charm seems to have mostly evaporated . And let's be honand it was awesome. While I lament that I will never est: Gibba.cd has a pretty voice, but it can't hold together
again be able to see them play a small club, I lament more an album so riddled with other problems. In place of the
that they may not even have material I'd be interesting in vivid detail and stinging wit (mostly rooted in relationship
hearing live.
issues and family dysfunction) that we have come to
That's right, this Barsuk veteran band's Atlantic expect, listeners will find eleven tracks oscillating between
Records debut is mostly boring. Not only that, but it's moments of vague cliche and awkward attempts at heighthard to say who's fault it is, since Death Cab guitarist ened poeticism. While I kept looking for somethingChris Walla produced it. Furthermore, Gibbard and anything-to fall in Iove with, I came across liQes like "I
bandmates reassured us that their transition to Atlantic once knew a girl in the years of my youth I With eyes like
would absolutely not Iead to a compromise of their artis- the summer: all beauty and truth" and "every plan is a tiny

Death Cab For
Cutie Goes Pop

SHAH

Ever since I kicked Tori Amos
and Ani D iFranco out of my life,
I've been on this search for a
female singer songweiter to fill
the void. I'm not sure if Regina
Spektor fills that void, or if it's a
Iegitimare void anymore since I'm
no Ionger in the 9th grade, but I
guess the bottom line is that
Regina Spektor is really goddamn
good, female singer songwriter
void or not. Towards the end of
last year someone passed the word
onto me about her third record
"Soviet Kitsch" and I was pretty
out of control in Iove with it, so I
jumped at the chance to see her
play the tiny Tonic for a Benefit
to end handgun violence.
The evening had no
opening act, but it began with a
short film about handgun violence, and shortly after Regina
was introduced and began to play.
She opened with a new song,
"Ezra Pound," perhaps one of
Spektor's darker tracks, as in, borderline Dresden Dolls. I kind of
didn't know what to expect in
terms of a Regina Spektor fan
· base, but it was pretty diverse and
pretty goddamn intense. A Iot of
the concert I was kind of fixated
on the kids in the fron t row, the
girl videotaping, the two goth
boys in mesh shirts, and tbe kid
who knew all the words to the
new songs. Regina played
"Consequence of Sounds" off her
first record "Songs" which is this
beat box.ing white girl rapping
number, which sounds kind of
awful, but its pretty damn well
clone. She had the audience eating
out of her hands, even as she forgot the words and had to ask the
audience fo r help, remaking,
"This is why I'm not Eminem."
M ter her mess up tbe rest of the
song turned a little too
D ashboard Confessional sing-

(NO!) I maybe I'm crazy but I will not justJollow the
herd I unless of course it 's en raute io lynch· Mike
Bloomberg. "The point that resonates over and over
again on the album is that Cage, just like everybody eise, is tiring of being treated like an obedient
canine.
Another amazing part of "Grand 01'
Party Crash" is tbat we get production from DJ
Shadow. Shadow's appearance is a fantastic breath
of fresh air, because he's not an i n house DJ for D ef
Jux. The song snaps and pops in ways that your
average Def Jux songs don't. That is usually
because El-P has produced every other song that's
been released on the Iabel. And since Cage and El'p are tight, and co-mernbers of the "supergto\lo\)n
The Weathermen, it should not surprise that a flip

Cage Rattles
System

Regina
Spektor
BY ÜMER

The new Death Cab is dressed up for the big
time, sounding pretty (if insincere), and less interested in
cohesion and attention to detail than before. Plans is an
accessible pop record, full of truisms, with none of the sardonic realism and intricate guitar work that made their
earlier albums so great. Readers who are only familiar
with Transatlanticism are encouraged to pick up a copy of
The Photo Album or 1# Have the Factsand J#'re Voting Yes
from the Barsuk golden years instead.

BY-HENRY CASEY

•

along for me, but it was
cute. "We leave the sound on
because silence is harder/ no one's
the killer and no one's the martyr/
the world which has made can no
Ionger contain us" vs. "your hair is
everywhere," I think I'll go with
the former.
Regina played a number
of new unreleased songs, which
were really great to hear, one
about a statue of baby Jesus,
another about a Mermaid who
sold her voice for a bottle of gin,
an another song which I was
absolutely head over feet for.
Mter a streak o( new material she
played the opening notes to
"Chemo Limo" which is the
crown jewel of"Soviet Kitcsh" and
there was this sort of quiet
moment in the audience where
everyone was sort of saying "OH
SNAP!" to themselves.
Spektor played two
songs on the guitar, before playing
another D resden Doll-esque new
song "Apres Moi," dosing the set
with another gutteral grunt crowd
participation song"about America
and Soviet Kitsch's "The Flowers,"
which almost saun tered into
auother D ashboard Confessional
sing along. M ter the show, walking to the subway that night I was
wondering why she wasn't a bigger deal, because honestly she
could be the next Tori Amos or
righteous babe, but I guess l'm
glad she isn't, she might be a little
too bizarre. She plays New York's
Irving Plaza on the 15th of this
month as a part of CMJ Music
Marathon, I suggest you check
her out if you have the chance.

"I'm gonna need your help again son . . . I'm gonna
wrap this araund my arm just like before, you pull the
other end, pul/ it tighter pul/ it tighter ... alright Iet go
Iet go Chris, you have to take care ofyour mother. "
As you can probably guess, that is what it
sounds like when a father instructs his son on how
to help rum out with his heroin habit. At the end
of the second track, "Too H eavy
For Cherubs," on Cage's new
release Hell's Winter, a slow, warbled voice utters the quote. As the
,f a while it's a demt fit- Cage's dark
words continue to haunt the rest
·;! irnagery put to apocalyptic producof the album, listeners will be
tion works very weil.
introduced to the personal histoThe personal drama
ry of Cage, aka Chris Palko, one
"Cage explores is not only limitof today's best underground rapto his father's crushing
pers. For years he has been broodljetlects on his youth. On one of
ing and screaming on . records
. jmy favorite tracks on the
about everytbing wrong with the
, "Scenester," Cage
world. He's addressed everything
explores the relationship he had
from the U.S. government to
th a Suicide Girls model. If
MTV to Eminem. but he never
you don't know what a Suicide
gave the comprehensive personal
is, Iet me put it this way:
profile that rappers like Eminern
the models are just like your
have based their careers on. Now
porn stars, but with
that he's signed to Definitive Jux,
either a goth or punk 'personalthe major east coast indie rap
ity.' Her occupation should have
label, he's decided to make the
been a tip-off to Cage that the
introspective record that for now
·.r l would be nothing but tröuIooks to be his seminal record.
Though, as Cage rhymes,
On Hell's Winter, Cage's
"my head down walkin' thru a do
third full-length release, he con· ::p'[~ or die world I of course I'd get
tinues to give his bent view of the
~hooked on a Suicide Girl, • when
hellhole that America has
you have an attitude as bleak as
become. There is an relation
· it makes sense you'd wind
between how he feels about his
up with another mental freakthe otherBill Murray
life and how he feels about the
show. From song to song, Cage
(w ith and without wife)
American population. For examshifts the focus between hirnself
ple, Cage describes his relationand the world around him.
ship with his father (on the aforementioned track Both have a simple common thread: they're falling
"Too H eavy For Cherubs,") with the following apart and have been doing so fo r quite some time
rhyme:. "pulls me back into hell starts shakin' me to now.
weaken me I then teachin' me to be a man by repeatedThe more and more I Iisten to Hell's
ly beatin' me. •
Winter the more I realize that this is one of thebest
One track later, on "Grand 01' Party rap records of the year, up there with Kanye's Late
Crash," (which features Jello Biafra of Dead Registration, Common's Be and Sage Francis' A
Kennedys fame as The Dubya, a Loony Tunes- Healthy D istrust. It will drop on September 20th,
esque irnpression of George W. Bush), he's pissed so get out there and buy a copy of Hell's Winter,
about the government trying to put rum into a and you know, support independent music.
place of submission, "I need petro for my M ercedes I
but I'm not going to kneel or bow for Emperor Cheney
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, I The

Responsibility does .not politely 'ask us to do its bidding. Responsibility compels us
to. Hurrica:ne Katrina devastated three states; killing yet untold numbers and displacing hundreds of thousands of people. Millions watched from afar, staring at
their screens, while vast multitudes fought tooth-and-nail for their lives. At one
point, a crowd of Katrina victims stood gathered on a rooftop as a television heHcopter cirded overhead. "We want help! We want help!" chanted the crowd. All we
could do was watch.
In the days and weeks ahead, vast sums of money will be raised, and nearly
everyone will claim to be praying. for the hurricane victims. But it will not be
enough. The responsibilities brought to the surface by Katrina arenot new responsibilities, but they will seem rather antiquated, like an old bicyde lost and then
found in the mud. Simply: we must restore the idea~of"we. " And not simply as an
ideal-but as a living, breathing dictum>as a means of immersing the individual in
the group. The group is Iarge, perhaps inconceivably so, butthat dc;>esn't make 'it any
less real; ig the same way, the individual is small, perliaps irtconceivably so, but capa~
ble of possessing whole universes.
There are those who will claim that our'government is broken, that our go_v- ,
ernrnent failed to try to preserve the lives of the very ~ople it clai~ ·to serve.
Indeed; our government is b.roken. Democrade govemments atways ar~~ 1pat's the ,
nature of a democracy-a government is bu.iit, torn down, and another one is built
in its place. There's something wrong with more than just our government. The
destruction of the levees in New Orleans had be~n anticipated for over forty years;
a city had beert marked for death for decades and no orte bothered to even lift afin.,.
.
ger. Society failed.'We failed.
At some p<)int, the storywill change, even in this newspaper. The deaths of
those we have never met will cease to be.cornprehensible, and the qties will.iri sdme
way be rebuilt. Life will go back to normaL But life can never go back: ,tq normal.
;{ , .. ;\:'.{ . ' ····' ·
.
' '
Nor should it.
THE EDITORS

War Is Over, If
You Want lt
ßy }ESSE MYERSON
"Finding weapons of mass destruction" has long
been discarded. lts replacement, "providing
democ.racy" is thwarted by a new constitution
opposed by scores of lraqi secular and women's
_ groups on the grounds that it constitutes no
democracy at all , but instead,-nothing so much
more than Saudi Arabian style theoc.ratic tyranny.
Accordingly, our president now daims we need to
continue to occupy lraq in order to honor the
dead and "finish the task they gave their life for."
David Halberstam, whose incisive reporting on
the Vietnam war caused President Kennedy to
request that the New York Times relocate the
journalist "to a different bureau, notes that this
ratio nale was given for the war in Vietnam as
early as 1963, when the war had daimed fewer
than one hundred American lives. Comparing
Iraq to Vietnam may even be passe to Americans,
with our notoriously short attention span.
Nevertheless, Senator Chuck Hagel ofNebraska,
a Republican , recently noted that the state of
American affairs in lraq indicates a Vietnamstyle quagmire. Those who oppose this war would
do weil to review what ended that one.
The main factor co~triguting to the end
of the Vietnam War was that the Vietnamese
people, poor farme rs for the most part, defeated
the American military. Short of dropping nuclear
bombs and bornhing the dykes, each of which
would have resulted in millions of deaths and
both of which were considered by the Nixon
administration, the US had thrown everything it
had at this nation of villagers, including more
bombs than were dropped by every military on
every side in the entirety ofWorld War IL
H owever, the unbelievable strength and
perseverance of a nationalist insurgence against
fo reign occupatio n, of whose existence lraq is evidence, only constitutes part of the complicated
mosaic of a war's end.
War-criminal-cum- Nobel-Peace- Prize-

winner Henry Kissinger noted that "military success is difficult to sustain unless buttressed by
domestic support." In the 1960's, the National
Council of Churches, Dr. King's civil rights
movement in the South, students, women's organizations, and a vast assortment of other forces
conspired to end the War. The'broader the opposition to the war by civilians, the more congressmen and women felt legitimate in expressing
their ow"n; the more congressmen opposed the
war, the more civilians felt legitimacy in their own
anti-war sentiments. This dynamic led to congress eventually cutring ofT funding for the war.
That coupled with the unbelievable death and
·
carnage of the war eventually ended it.
Both factors are in full force for this war,
too. The horrors of lraq are too apparent: more
than 2,000 Americans and 200,000 lraqis are
dead, torture has been revealed as an integral element in Donald Rumsfeld's military doctrine, and
retired General Barry McCaffrey told the Senate
that the National Guard is "in a state of meltdown and in 24 months we'il be coming apart,"
proven unquestionably true by the government's
response to the havoc wreaked by Hurricane
Katrina.
Luckily, the home front is exerting pressure on the government, as weil. As of August 24,
53% of the nation thought going to war with lraq
was a mistake, and a full 37% of the country
believed that troops ought to be brought home
immediately. That's 37% of the United States
calling for immediate withdrawal and being represented in that way by 0% of congress {one wonders the percentage- of Democrats constituting
that fifty-three, and why Senators Clinton and
Biden, presidential aspirations in breast pocket,
haven't wondered the same thing, instead calling
for more troops sent). Pathetic congressional
Democrats aside, by Kissinger's estimate, and
mine alike, George Bush is in trouble.
On September 24th, hundreds of thousands of Americans who oppose the war will take
the streets of Washington DC, demanding that
congress call for a withdrawal. They may teil us
that we have to honor the dead by "staying the
course." Instead, we should honor them by ensuring that they not be joined by any others. Let's
give them hell.

~ature

of Giving

ßy }OSH KLEIN - KUH N
New Orleans barely ex:ists today. lt will still be under water in two months. _
lt will still be undergoing reconstruction in five, ten, thirty years. For people who have not been there in the last week, or who do not feel the immediate effects of this on their lives, it all seems very distant. There seem to
be few ways of personally understanding the realities of this situation.
There are a variety of channels thro.ugh which one gains understanding. Reading the newspaper or online reports, for example, gives a
cursory, second-hand account, an interpretation of the scene's devastation.
There is no way that any newspaper article will ever be able to convey the
true realities, or the fact and weight of human suffering that currently grips
the South.
There are several ways to respond to these news accounts. Many
of them are absolutely necessary, and will make the diff~rence between
someone in the Gulf Region starving or not. They are important to do,
and I encourage you to keep on doing them. They include donating cash
money, used clothing, canned food , and supply items like duct tape,·flashlights, and batteries. (lf this means going en masse to the Sam's Club or
Walmart in Kingston androhhing the place, weil .. .as they say in N'awlins,
"laissez !es bons temps roulez.") By simply paying attention to the problerns at hand and staying abreast of the best ways to concentrate your personal efforts, your giving becomes much more powerful and effective. (For
instance, donations of cash are better than those of goods, because they
don't have to be shipped and stored.) Knit the sweater, donate the pint of
blood. Looking at the long term ramifications of this catastrophe and
organizing appropriately sized relief and rebuilding efforts is what's needed. lt's really crucial to do these things.
lt is also important to step it up a notch, to sacrifice more, and do
harder work. You would be surprised at what constitutes the upper limits
of what you have to give. Regardless of where you are from in the country, you should demand that your family (immediate and extended) house
people, rent free, for as long as is needed. Not just people you know from
. New Orleans, but strangers, those who really need it. Withdraw from
school for the coming semester, and ask your folks to give every dollar that
they would have spent for that semester to relief efforts. Abandon your
life's normal schedule to fully devote yourself to doing work related to this
for one week, regardless of soc.ial and academic consequences. And more
than that, demand that everyone arouod you (faculty, family, friends,
Iovers, etc.) also do all of these things.
Do I expect anyone to actually withdraw? No. But that is the
magnitude of this situation. Tbat is the sort of levd of penonal sacrüi.ce
that is appropriate here. It is inexcusable to walk by the table in the
Campus Center without at least making eye contact and saying a sympathetic "hello" to the kids from New Orleans manning it. This is not
designed to guilt anyone into forking over cash, and thereby ease their conscience. lt is designed to attempt to convey the gravity of this mess, and
encourage people to think long and hard about their obligations as humans
on this planet.

Putting Your Money
Where Your Mouth Is
ßy

LEN GUTICIN

As each new issue of the Times bombards us with ever-more sickening
news from the devestated city of New Orleans, Bard students should ask
themselves, frankly and directly, "What can we do to help?" And indeed,
und~r the skillful organization of New Orleans resident and Bard junior
Stephen Tremaine, Bard students have contributed, so far, over S2,000 to
the Red Cross. For this, they should be proud.
They should also, however, look reality square in the face and admit
it: S2,000 isn't that much money. We can all give more. There are plenty of
ways, on a small scale, of finding extra cash to drop in the donation bucket in the Campus Center. For instance, calculate how much you're going to
spend on beer and/or cigarettes next weekend, then, instead of partying,
watch old movies and give the fun money to the Red Cross come Monday.
lf you're taking your significant other out for a Friday night, change your
plans: cook spaghetti for your sweetheart and give the cash you were going
to lose to Tcrrapin to the Red Cross. lf you think it'd be really hot to get a
wireless card installed in your iBook, hold off and give that S99 to-you
guessed it-the Red Cross.
And finally, a call to that not unsizeable, but rather diligently hidden,
population of Bard students with significant trust funds. Accept that you
have quite a bit of money. Consider the ways in which this money has
given you an essentially undeserved leg-up in terms of, for example, the
costs of education. Spend a few minutes feeling ever-so-slightly guilty
about the inexplicable economic disparities that govern our lives. Then, as
befits someone who nas quite a bit of money, make a sizeable--as in !500,
SlOOO, $2000 o'r more-donation to the Red Cross. Ifjust a few of you do
this, it could profoundly increase Bard's ability to assist Katrina's victims.
Plus, you can bask in the warm glow of selflessness.
Seriously. People are starving.
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A-Lette r to Bard ·
Students
BYMAITWING

Secretary of the Certtral Comtnittee
At t:be end of each year, carnpus wide elections are
held for five days by ballot, and e<tCb ye.ar under a
third of the student body votes. This percen~ge,
when compared to other colleges and to our own
national tutnout, is pathetically,low.
I do not know ex.actly why it occurs every
single year, but as easy a~ it is to blame apatby, a
lack of .lnterest must be t_he real cause. Certainly in
tbe eyes of tbe student body, their representa,tive
govemment can be perctlyed at it~ best as inVisi~
ble and at its w~>r&t as inco~sequential.lfyou ~nk
we ate usdess, that i.s. <>J!e thing, but ar the lwt
you shoyld know how
öperate. :
So firsr, much of Bard · Student
Governmeot operates · tbrough ;;the Central
Comrnittee, which acts as :the exc:rutive branch.
We have oo presidebt,' Rither the. thairs of tbe
four m.ain commirtees, Student Jw:liciary; Student
Life, Planning Comniittee and. Educational
Po.licies Comtnittee, along with 'tbe elected s~~
tary and treasurer, work to~ther to form pot:e~?al
agendas to be passed at forums.'I)e central committee consists of these s~ stude~ts" ~prese;nting
your interests to the adrrilnistrati<Jii. .
.
Our most primary function,.as delegated
in the preamble <>f the .constirution1 is "To
the academic and soci-a!ßghts andJnte.rest o(the
students." 1 write to yoÜ today with 'tbe belief ihat
one issue in particular is-violating.dt~ sociltl rights
of a large nurober of s~dents and de_prjving ;the
basic social interests of the student hodY. 'ThätJs
the issue of a student space.
' At the end of 2004 the Ol,d GJII!, was
evaluated by local authQrit;ies ; and <:!)nsid~ted .
unsafe for large scale congregation. It'is ari.''otd
dUapidated building with a foundat1on of crumbling stone, and ao inrerior that ~~ - ~ered Yf,~rs
of abuse from prcvious students. I~ its wake 'the
party atmosphere, that can seem frÖin the pointof
view of any college admirtisttation .äs objectiori'.: ·
ablt, has calmed~ but not dissipated. lnstead~ it has
been displaced to dorms. Last year almosr every
weckend saw ooe if not twq parties in both Manor
aod Robbins, an excess that resulted in wide$piead
complaints from its residents. No m;lssive physical
destruction of the buildings took: place, as ~
prcvalent in the old gyn1-, but each weckend toilets
were clogged,_lounges st3,{i~ ofpeer ang the e,x.cess
of noise persisted well \Jotil2am. .
"
This is not said.to strictly condem.n parties; they odst at thiS ' and the overwhehl}ing
majority of other collegts. They are not a reqUire~
ment for learning, but rather form a social fuoction of the acadell1ic ilti'nosphete ·that must be
handled effectively and respectfully. Two dorms
cannot be left as .the main cenrers for !arge scale
social events. Every resident who pays for room
aod board has a fundamental rigbt to a peaceful
living envifonment. · ..
We are also oot:a college in the middle of .

we

protect

a city. Admlssions makes the claim that .th.is lack
of a civic center is compensated by the entertainment brought ön campus. The Entertainment
Committee has worked tirelessly aoCI successfully
in exposing new aod brilliant music to the students. The efforts of th.is committee, devoted to
providing concer,ts for the commurtity, have been
severely restrieted by the lack of ~ specifically designat.ed perform.ance space. A prominent example
was the Sutjan Stevens concert in Manor lounge
last year~ which was so oveJ:crowded that many srudents couldn't attend.
Last year an investigation into potential~'
ly designating areas for entertainment was conducted by the Student .Life Committee. The .
results presented a dominating 'rellance on either:
dorms or outdoor spaces, such as Smog. Yet, this is '
a campus that is blanketed in soqw for at least
s~ty petcen~ of the school year, malcing constant
use of the. Smog an unreasonable solution.
I don't believe möst of you need m\kh .
convincing Of! this srore, but I reiterate the obvious to. m.ake 'ilie pöint- that this .ilan intportant"
issue worth confrontiog and because: witho\Jtyour
help ·a new student space will not be built in the
for~~c:eable tutu(e.
.
..
'
while the cential comrnitke negotiates
with the adrninistration and the board of trustees
in attempts_tq gain appr0w.l and ~ding, the stiident body"n~,~ ·ro unit~·;as:. o~e :r?ite in s~Jing
tbara new space must be,'! pnonty fqr the college.
I ask you a1l -t o come to budget foruin tomoriow,
Wednesday the 14th~ and sign tl:le petitiQn that
will be organized and circulated; this will signify in
.literal nurnbers our need for this project tö be
started now. I ask alt dubs and individuals to submit':to the CentrafComrnittee written statemenrs
ofhecessity for.i ne~ student space. A paragraph,
three s~ntences, from each of you sent to
f9~392@barctedu or addressed ~o roe through
carnpus..mailwill provide us with ·slibstantial evidence that thi~_,_ problern cannot be ignored.. For
tho~ looking to devote ~al titn~ ~g effort tö ..t!Us ,
goa.t, . please:" ):Qntact:
Vea 5 ~t':
tv452@bard.ea~ who it orginizUlg srudent& , f0r
direct panici.pa tion. A prop6Hl fot .redudog costs ·
tfi_rough stud!!nt ~as~istanc" in fui:ure .consrr;Jfiion
iS\:um:J?dy Öeing Cr~ated by th~· c~rttral' cömmit:tee; and will bt presented to the student ·body''
.when it is futished.
'
·
In my tnind there are three basicW'ays·
• any potential plan'can fall: Denial of funding froril.
the Board of Trustees, disapproval from the
adrnioist:r;ltiOQ or a lack of interest from ·the' Stu"
den.ts. If the fHst
don1t go our way, we havt: a·
right for complaint, but if the last point cc;>mes into ·
question, then we will havc: no -one to blarne but
ourselves. This is not an issue where J can prornise
results, but I can promlse that your srudenr government will pur ali our efiotts into tbis cause
until we are e,ither successful or come to a barrier
that cannot be crossed. The fact tbat this ls a complex and difficult task should not be the cause for
dissuasiön.
·
If the .stud.ent body does not speak up,
and say this is something it wants, then there is
nothing we·can do for you.
Tomorrow, give us the means to serve
your social interests and resto.re your social rights.

Tannef.;
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The N eglected Virtue
BY NOAH WESTON
Tragedies inspire us to drum up a score of new moral imperatives, some
misguided, some overly ambitious, and others disappoint:ing. By disappointing, I mean that events like the hurricane and flooding in the
South lays bare certain deficiencies, oversights we cannot justify in any '
sensible moral frarnework and thus should rectify. I do not intend to
harp on the political preferences of Americans, particularly given the
Observer's generally leftist readership. Vilifying a politician, Iet alone
George W . Bush, is beyond redundant at this point, so instead, I invite
you to join in a coilective evaluation of whether you have met one of
those moral imperatives, namely one of those disappointing ones.
Now especially, it is vital to ask whether we invest ourselves
meaningfully in the welfare of others. Charitable donations, progressive
political activism, and the like encompass, but by no means constitute
the whole ofthat investment. Enough "concerned" and "charitable" people treat real, tangible human beings li_ke real tangible sh.it, and for such
folks, interpersonal decency does not rate as a priority alongside remq,te
generosity. Ambitious as I am, reconciling this gap demands more than
an editorial, and most assuredly more than fourteen hundred coilege
students. I'il be damned if I can't think of a suggestion or two.
Far too frequently, we cling fast to what keeps us comfortable,
adhering to cirdes borne of common resideoce or similar Iifestyles, not
unlike anyone else. We eat with our knitting friends, do yoga with our
Slavic studies friends, go on space expeditions with our imaginary
friends, and besitate to break these routines. But we need to break them.
When we parse ourselves along line~ of common interests, an inexorable
outcome, we craft an exclusive world with jagged edges and few points
of permeability. Granted , plenty do weave in and out of their private
sphere, but a significant chunk only does so when it needs a lighter.
And th.is sh.it's killing me, tobe quite honest. It starts with our
daily, tolerable exclusions, our clubs, and snakes deeper into every aspect
of our lives. Even in a "liberal," accepting environment like Bard, folks
who do "weird things" become joke fodder, not people with dignity and
purpose. Mind you, delineating said "weird things" would be counterproductive, in that the terms of weirdness vary, and I do not wantto piss
indirectly on a dass of individuals who may fall within any of those
bounds, as any kind of foreign piss can ruin your day, whether it comes
in a full stream or a faint trickle. Ironically, public urinals are the closest
some come to relating to a stranger, though in my experience, they are
not ideal settings to make friends, particularly if your instinct is to introduce yÖurself with.a bandshake.
1
Restroom etiquerte aside, .1. . .feel,
,-, . in, s' ome
,-, 1wa~l-.ad
'r u ...' ,... ,cannot fully
conceptualize, the self-segregation that pushes the oisadvantaged onto
the margins, socially, geograph.ically, and economically, will only give
way if challenged on aU sides. A community of any size cannot so easily Iet its people drown in the recesses unless there is a fundamental dysfunction in the way its members interact. If you know and respe ~t your
neighbor, your co-worker, or even just the regular passerby, then you do
not let them become walking scenery, ot treat their hardships of any
magnitude as "their business," or support political regimes that do the
governmental equivalent. You engage them, even on a basic, seemingly
trite Ievel, contrary to the many incentives here and elsewhere to get
yours and return to the wireless networked hermitage.
But what if the other wo man or man is not that compelling to
us? Weil, while it makes sense in the scope of drinking buddies and
fencing partners, that objection lumps together human compassion with
personal enjoyment, wh.ich can overlap, but are by no means neatly
interrwined. As far as I can teil, the mostpotent of concern isthat given
to those whom you share no recreational relationship, or even find
behaviorally repugnant. A number of months ago, my classmate Thomas
Arndt made a brief, though sincere case to me for unflagging good will,
one that I have not been able to refute in principle, hard as it may be to
rise to such a Standard. After witnessing even just a fraction of the misery in New Orleans, I must admit that I look at my own conduct, particularly my occasional bouts of animosity and pettiness, and wonder
how I could ever work myself up so much over resentment, when that
energy could more productively, and healthily, go toward bringing down
these bitter obstades to unity.
At the same time, I recognize how difficult it is to aggressively
emphasize community and decency when, weil, people can annoy. the
living shit out of you. Hell, I arn sure I have clone so, will do so again,
and am probably doing so right now by blandly moralizing in an otherwise readable newspaper. Yet, while our prejudices against a range of
annoying or vexing behaviors can justifiably keep us from appreciating
a person's company, they do not excuse us from the imperative of taking
a second or two to know what the fuck's up. It might even make the person less bothersome, if that is any consolation.
Ultimately, this can come off as a heap of niive, aphoristic
monkeyscrawl, and perhaps it will to those who are already above
approach, who talk to every single person they see and present them
with an origarni crane to brighten their day. But those people "are
craneshit insane, anyway. I simply would like to think that if anything
comes out of this time of acute alertness to the suffering of one segment
of the populatio n, it is a sharpened sense of how vulnerable everyone
really is. Or we could just get drunk and insult each other at Budget
Forum. That always seems to work.

_.J
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On Looting:
Hungry, Why
Wait?
BY DYLAN BYERS
On Friday, September 2nd, during the NBC
News "Concert for Hurricane Relief" - a live
national broadcast on NBC, MSNBC, and
CNBC- Grammy-award winning hip-hop
-artist Kanye West made an attack on
President Bush and the media's response to
the victims of Hurricane Katrina. West had
been paired witb comedian Mike M yers to
read from a script prepared by the network
regarding the devastation on the Gulf Coast.
lnstead, unbeknownst to the network or
Myers, West said the following: "I hate the
way they betray us in the media. lf it's a black
family, it says we're looting. If it's a white
family, it says they're looking for food. And
you know, it's been f1ve days because most of
the people are black.'' West continued .accusing the media and the Government of racism
for its inadequate response to the disas ter,
before making his final, headline winning
comment: "George Bush doesn't care about
black people."

Kany West: "George W Rush doesn)t
care about black peopJe. "
Regarding
the Government's
delayed and unimpressive effort in aidi ng the
victims, racism does see m to havc been a factor. That scntiment is shared by the liberal
news (among them l ndymedia to D emocracy
Now.0, much of the hip-hop community
(check ou t Chuck D 's new song "Hell No,
We A.in't All Right"), and, most importantly,
the majority of the Mrican-American victims in New Orleans and .along the Gulf
Coast, who feel as though the Government
has abandoned tbem. As N ew Orleans
record-store owner H enry Alexander said on
Democracy Now!, "Nobody here but 'us. And
we just have to look out for one anotheL All
your politicians, they want to get on TV and
talking about feeding this person and feeding
that person. We ain't seen no~g over here
yet."
When speaking of racism ~ the
media, West was referring specifically. to a
pair of similar news photos that show flood
victims in New Orleans wading chest-deep
through water carrying bags of food. The
first photo, of a black man, is accompanied by
the cap tion: "A young man walks through
chest-deep flood water after looting a grocery
store in New Orl"eans." The second photo, of
two white people, is accompanied by the caption: "Two residents wade tl1rough chestdeep water after finding bread and soda from

a local grocery store ... in New Orleans."
(S ince the con troversy began, thc supplier of
the second photo and caption - AFP - has
asked all its clients to remove it from their
databases. At least one copy, however, has
been preserved by metafllter.com, and can bc
accessed, along with the first photo, through
their website).
Though the racial bias implied by
these photos was likely not implicit (the first
photo and caption was provided by the
Associated Press, a different photo wire service than AFP), the contrast is nevertheless
representative of the media's racially skewed
coverage of the disaster. In nearly every
report and photograph from the mainstream
media over the last two weeks featuring a
black person or black people with food,
clothing, or other items they have taken from
stores in the devastated area, "looting" has
been the media's preferred terminology.
According to Merriam-Webster's
Dictionary, "loot," as a transitive verb, has two
meanings: 1. to rob, especially on a large scale
and usually by violence or corruption. 2. to
seize and carry away by force especially in
war.
It must be admitted that there are
those in New Orleans who fall under the first
definition . For instance, those who have
stolen TVs and jewelry in mass amounts
from evacuated stores, or those gangs armed
with AK-47s who attempted car-jackings
and housebreak. But these are a rninority of
those the media has decmed as "looters."
(Furthermore, some law enforcement officers
have joined the "lootcrs." According to the
Tirn es-Picayune, the last newspaper continuing to run out of New Orleans, "some officers ... are taking whatever they can, including one New Orleans cop who loaded a
shopping cart with a compact computer and
a 27-inch flat-screen television.")
However, the majority of these looters are thosc who, having been forced to leavc
their homes with nothing but the clothes on
their back, are receiving insufficient aid and
relief from the government, and are therefore
in desperate need of food and clothing.
Under the circumstances, they have no other
choice but to take food and clothing from
stores in the area. They are taking out of
necessity, and they are taking only the necessities. It is hard to consider this as "looting,"
or even as a crime.
Still, these people are lumped
together with true crirninals and treated cruelly by the media. In the September 5th issue
of the Washington Post, staff-writer Philip
Kennicott wrote that ''the looters crossed that
line that divided the civilized from the selfish." In his conclusion he added: "Disaster
reveals human nature, or so says the cliche.
So often it seems that the good and the bad
in human nature cancel themselves out.
Some people send aid whilc others loot. ..
Volunteers pour in and so do the swindlers,
the disaster opportunists."
When disaster strikes, and your
government- the same government that had
failed to provlde you with adequate healthcare and adequate housing - falls to provide
you with an adequate supply of food and
clothing, you take every opportunity you can
get. CNN.com has a video clip titled
"Looters grabhing diapers, Snickers and
clothes," showing a mass ofblack people running in and out of a store grabhing whatever
food and clothes tbey can get their hands on.
Why, with all the various foods people took,
CNN decided to single out one man's
Snicker box is beyond me, but there's potential here for a great ad campaign: "Victim of
a natural disaster? Government too racist to
help out? Hungry? Why wait?"
Kanye could even be the spokesperson.

The Residue of Motion
BY

Coru

O 'KEEFE

Open ended, we have burrowed into rhe space hetween
words and air. Poised on vocal cbotds,
rbe urge for motion builds.
-Slow paced rewind·
to propel things forward again;
to call the mindback from slipp<!.ge,
teckoning of the this and that
that wovnd itself up into memor.y,
unfurls and knots itself up again,
tobe dissected ~
The underbelly ha~ been comhed.through 1 '
is drie.d up and. hollow. . .
·... ·
There is .oo burialground f~r these phrases that''warped perception,
These simple det.alls aJ:e ghos!s:.· they call t}iem~.elves our

· ~~~~~ ~e~~~~:s?Ig:n~n sli;. §i~gue .·' • ·' \ ., :
·-:-:-;-:::.;:-:

This is just the;residue of motion:
.
tl:J.e low yetauP.ible buzz ofthe powedines and ;U;ansistors
that break"':"the voic~ into particl~s and carry it, ...
.
spartering on ~Iectronic waves ·
that ai:e nothing ~ke the ocean: ,
But the voice can build palaces)n tbe mind, .. , .. .. ,
it has the knack.for 1t, K.nows just,the right che!Tiistrr ·
_to make these wörds stick .·.· . . ':
,,
,,,,,,,,••.,., . .
· ro make the actent and the 'Str.~. cave fpwa.rd t~fe~ling.
And one word is the flick ofthelight switch •·•· .·.·. .·.·.·
tbat sets off the chain teaction, .t.·
tbat can reverse this ri.iOe and mill<.e it that, ...,.<.
.and then we are trans_~?orred, fa.Ster• tban •SO\ln~·il
··-:·· .:=*:

The Politics of Disaster
BY LEN G UTKIN
The National Review Online, which I read regularly and masochistically, recently
expressed indigation and dismay at "liberal" charges against a federal govemment
that has exhibited gross incompetence in handling the frankly predictable devestation ofNew Orleans. To paraphrase: "H ave these people no shame? Is nothing
above playing politics for them?"What struck me was tbe overwbelrning cynicism
with which the Right automatically situates the "game" of the political, so that a
government's most crucial esponsibility-the protection ofits mostvulnerable citizens-becomes a somehow forbidden topic. This is the kind of manipulative
injustice that directly undermin<rs the very concept of democracy: all of the political is relegated to a no-stakes game and the truly essential, the matters oflife and
death, become somehow extra-political, as if Hurricane Katrina were a divine
bomb and the destruction of New Orleans an event with no socio-political context whatsoever.
The true position of democratic government would involve, on the contrary,
an almost lirnitless degree of responsibility. No hurricane can exist outside of the
political-nothing, that is, would be "above" playing politics, because in a functioning democracy, politics is what it's all about. The shadowy space of the extrapolitical, in which Bush and his defenders are attempting to hide their lethal
incompetence, is nothing but a ruse, a sleight-of-hand whose purpose is to grant
the mechanisms of official corruption and injustice a naturalized appearance. And
the left. would be wrong to let them off the hook. Don't be bullied by the notion
that to place blame where blame is du~ is to introduce the vulgarly political into
some divine drama of timeless human suffering. As Walter Benjamin writes, "The
past carries with it a temporal index by which it is referred to redemption." We
are living through a catastrophe that will soon besuch a past, and its victims-victims, really, of a ruthless dass structure fatally fortified by the Bush adrninistration-can be redeemed yet, but only through a strict balancing of accounts. Don't
let anyone claim Katrina isn't political.
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T he New Ernparia
American Domi tian

Walking the
Walk

BY MATT ROZSA
BY VICKY PERRY
Bush sucks.
There. Two good friends advised me to dumb this piecedown for the
masses, and now that I have disposed of the necessary pedestrian rhetoric, I
shall proceed to the original piece I had in mind:
Inter initia principatus cotidie secretum sibi horarum sumere solebat, nec
quicquam amplius quam mu.scas captare ac stilo praeacuto configere; ut cuidam interroganti, essetne quis intus cum Caesare, non absurde respomum sit a Vibio Crispo, ne
muscam quidem

When the great second-century historian Suetonius- whose seminal
work, "The Lives of the Twelve Caesars" is still eagerly devoured by scandalmongering classics majors- decided to capture the essence of the twelfth man
to rule the Roman Empire, he used the anecdote seen above. For those of you
who cannot read Latin, this vignette about said emperor-t he abjectly despicable Domitian- translates as follows:
"At the beginning of his reign Domitian would spend hours alone
doing nothing but catching flies and stabhing them with a needleday
every
sharp pen. Once, on being asked whether anyone was closeted with the Emperor, Vibius Crispus answered wittily: 'No, not even a fly."
One might wonder what this story has to do with American politics.
Simply put, I have always believed it to be of the utrnost importance that we
view contemporary events through the prism of the great epic that is human
history. Many of the events to which we devote a substantial portion of our
intellectual and cultural energy-th e MichaelJackson trial, Tom Cruise's rants,
and even tragedies such as the Natalie Holloway disappeara nce-are bound to
fade away with the passage of time, while other events-the rise of the neoconservative movement, the corrupt 2000 and 2004 presidential elections, the
September 11th attacks, the war in Iraq, and the destruction ofNew Orleansare destined to be remembered. And when one Iooks at these episodes from
early 21st century history, one realizes that a si ngle man is organically connected with each of them. That man, of course, is George Walker Bush, and I
believe that it is worth both my time and yours to study just how he will be
viewed by historians, when the heat of our own day has subsided and all that is
left behind are chronicles and consequences.
History will certainly see that George Walker Bush was a man who
lengths to seize power. The various methods that he and his camgreat
went to
paign used to by-pass the rights of the people in the 2000 presidential election
are quite well-known, but lesser known are the efforts his campaign underwent
to deny these same rights to the citizens of Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Wisconsin
as weil as Florida, in the 2004 election. In the end, however, Bush's desire to
acquire power did not end with those contests. From the Patriot Act and the
revocation of the War Powers Act to the administration's bucking of international diplomatic efforts and its attempts to force dissenring elements of the
legislative branch into submission with measures such as "the nuclear option",
Bush has clone a great deal during his nearly five years in the White House to
make himself, in a very real sense, the most powerful man in the world.
But to what end? Thus far George W. Bush has spent his tenure in
office exerting mountains of energy over molehills. When the September 11th
attacks found Americans united in a way that they hadn't been in almost forty
years, Bush had a coalition- and with it an opportunit y- that most presidents
come across very rarely. Theodore Roosevelt used his opportunity to start a
Progressive revolution; Franktin Roosevelt used his to first get our nation out
of a depression, and then out of an international crisis; Lyndon Johnson used
his to initiate the most thorough and visionary set of liberallegislation in our
nation's history, the crowning achievement of which was the ·passage of civil
rights for African-Americans. With terrible tragedy often comes enormous
opportunity, arrd what did Bush do with his opportunity? He declared an ineffective war on the terrorists and a tenuously premised war on a country of tertiary signiflcance, and in doing both these things, he unleashed a storm of
hatred for America and devastation in the Middle East that was as bloody as
it was pointless.
When historians look back at our era, they will see a nation that was
clearly headed toward economic disaster, both from dependency on foreign oil
and from domination by corporations whose desire for personal gain outweighed any patriotic sense of duty to the well-being of their countrymen.
They will also see that George Bush did nothing. Historians will see a nation
that had a health care system in crisis, where to those in power financial wherewithal mattered more than medical necessity. G eorge Bush, they will see, opted
to make it easier for insurance companies to gouge the public. Historians will
see a nation where international threats abounded, from the presence of radical Islamist terrorists to the imperialist aspirations of .China. Once again they
will see that George Bush did nothing to fix either problem. Historians will
recognize that our nation was experiencing a golden age in the sciences. But
George Bush, they will see, tried torepress the progress ofbiology by prohibiting stem-cell research and allowed the environmental crisis facing our planet to
worsen in order to maintain a steady flow of financial contributio ns. Fmally,
historians will see a man who had some of the best meteorological technology
in the world warning him of an impending natural disaster, and they will see
that the president failed to use any ofhis power, and they will say: "Because of
George Bush, New Orleans was destroyed."
lnstead of dealing with the many great and pressing issues that exist
in our era of history, George Walker Bush has clone virtually nothing. Instead
he has wasted his time stabhing flies, from initiating a senseless war in Iraq to

Continuedfrom page 15

On the day before the last presidential election,Justin Sane wrote to me: "... hopefully the
next time we correspond we'll have a NEW
president elect!!!"
I remernher the sense of optimism on
that day. Polis _were looking good for Kerry. He
had performed weil in the debates. Many
rnajor national newspapers had endorsed
Kerry. The bungled loss of the explosives from
Iraq's Al ~~a storage facility didn't help the
image of our commande r-in-chie(
Then came the painful results of the
We had been all set to celebrate at
count.
vote
the White Rahbit around 10 PM (many of us
were fresh frorn get-out-the -vote duty in
Pennsylvania.) But when Florida was declared
a win for Bush, most of us kind of crumbled
up. The post-election hangover would - for
the lucky ones - become fuel for niore concentrated activism.
When I heard how some Bard students
reacted the next day, stopping traffic, I knew
someone shared my pain enough to say, "No
business as usual."
Justin Sane has been immersed in politics as a member of the band Anti-Flag. This
band managed, as early as January 2002, to
speak out about the administration's plans to
use military force to get a hold of lraq's oil,
using 9/11 as an excuse. In fact, "911 For
Peace" was released on the band's official website only two weeks after the September 11th
attacks.
Much earlier in 2004, I asked Justin if
he had a theory regarding the significant shift
in American culture to the right over the past
thirty years. Wc;, as progressives, were hurting
after almost a year of "Operation s lraqi
Liberation" (OlL) which began March 2003.

a major label and will have a new alburn out
early next year. Drummer Pat Thetic and
Justin sat down for a while to answer some
questions. Here are some of those remarks.
Vicky: Now you have been doing this AntiFiag thing for, what, 10 years?
Justin Sane: Yeah, about 11 to 12 years now.
Vicky: So as you Iook back on that time, how
do you feel? Does it feellike it's really working
- that you're really making a change?
Justin: Weil, yeah. Just right off the bat, what
immediately comes to my mind is certain letters and certain people that we've met - you
know - certain people that have expressed to
us that some of the things that we've said in
our music and in the different interviews that
we've given, like this one, that that had an
impact on them. And it's made a difference in
their lives. And you know, it was interesting: in
the last presidential election, we meta kid who
was working for the Dennis Kucinich campaign and he actually said that what got him
into politics was Anti-Flag and our music. So
those kinds of things are really exciting and
really inspiring. You realize that - I always
thought of myself as a very small person in
this universe - but when you really put a Iot of
effort forth, I really think it is possible to
influence people and make a change.
Pat Thetic: And one of the things that weve
realized is that yoti don't reach thousands of
people - you reach one person at a time. And
that person, in the community that we come
from, is the very individual one-on-one
exchange. We've definitely met a lot of people
who've been like "You know what? What I
heard you guys talk about was amazing. And
I've talked to my friends about that and
they've talked to their friends." So that is more
of where our community grows - in that oneon-one individual Ievel And I think that's
where the band grows also.
I have been struck by the truth of these
ideas as l've campaigned this summer and
.early fall. Again and again, I realized that
treating each person as a whole person - with

Anti-Fiag ha~ been part of the poltical scene since they formed, twelve years ago.
I was surprised thatJustin didn't have a
canned answer as to why we, as a oation, had
moved "right." I floated my theory: that
Americans now are more easily frightened
(and made defensive) because of slipping economic opportuniti es since the ·l970s; this was
moving us in a conservative direction. Justin
argued that a complicit mainstream media
underrepor ts events that contradict the
Administration.
Although I thought, at the time, that
Justin was overstating his case about the
media, I have been profoundly educated on
the restrictive or tilted practices of the media
lately. I am a candidate for local office, County
Legislature, and I now possess first hand
knowledge.
While preparing for the Labor Day
kickoff of our local 2005 campaign season, I
took a break to drive to Buffalo to see a recent
concert by Anti-Flag. The band has signed to

Continued on page 16
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respect for their innate intelligence and individuality - has allowed me to freely exchange
information on local issues. Any attempt to
categorize people must lead to a failure of
vision. It's as if we voters are all, always, "swing
voters." And support must be earned every day
and with every issue.
I am the author of/lbstract Painting Techniques"
published by Watson Guptill. I am currently running for the office of County L egislature for Red
Hook. I have successfully gained endorsements
Jrom the D emocratic Party, the Warking Families
Party and the Hudson Volley Area Labor
Federation. I can always use help in my campaign
'ör County Legislature. IJ you're interested in
"walking the walk", Iä like to hearJrom you. Call
758-2933, email vicky@vickyperry.com or visit
U'Ww.vickyperry.com. © 2005 Vicky Perry
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A Scene From the

that it entaUs, has been removed indefinitely from our agenda ... .All with a presidential blessing and the ratification of

West Bank
BY KATE CROCKFORD
Good American hiphop teils stories about being Black in
the US that Palestinians, if they could understand the
intricate language of the rhymes, would turn an ear to. All
Palestinians would understand hiphop's themes of Oppression, resistance, cultural survival, martyrdom and steadfastness like they know the olive trees, bullets and cementblock houses of their land. In Balata refugee camp, as in
Brooklyn, young men seek to prove themselves to one
another, to their families and to their communities. One in
Nablus buys a gun and tries to defend his home; another,
in New York, buys a gun and sells drugs seeking another
kind of survival.
Walking down the dusty alleys of the largest of all
the West Bank's refugee camps, Mohamed describes the
sharp pain of bullet piercing flesh, muscle, and bone and
the strange calm feeling that comes after. At twenty-five,
he walks with a slight limp and chaillsmokes cheap
Palestinian cigarettes. But ambling down Market Street in
the small and congested refugee camp, as we make our way
towards the taxis waiting to fill for Nablus to the east or
Huwarra checkpoint to the south, Mohamed smiles
broadly, remembering the b.eginning of the second intifada. lt is June 2005 and his coming-of-age uprising is taking its last, asthmatic breaths. We are on our way to the
Palestiman Authority prisoner's ministry because they
have offered rum a salary.
Palestinians take care of one another. They have
little with which to survive, Iet alone with whlch to resist
Israeli occupation, yet their community centers, charitable
organizations, vocational training groups and government
welfare associations somehow manage, against all odds, to
keep many people productively busy and fed. After the
Israelis shot unarmed Mohamed at the first Nablus
demonstration of the second intifada in 2001, he spent
time traveling throughout the Arab world seeking specialized medical attention for hls serious wounds. When he
returned to Palestine he spent little more than a month at
home before the midnight raidcrs arrived to arrest him .
Mohamed spent two years in prison from 2003 to
2005. He was convicted of abetting terrorism because hc
invited Khaled, a good friend and defender of the camp, to
stay in his home for a few nights a week. Khaled was then
the Ieader of the al-Aqsa Martyrs Brigade in Balata; he
was constantly on the run from the Israeli army and slept
at a different house each night. Mohamed spent two years
in prison for feeding and providing a mattress for an
exhausted friend.
I teil fragments of my good friend's story to complicate reccnt matters. Because that is what they are: complicated matters thick with the rich and unfortunate histories of two peoples. These histories are largcly misunderstood.
And notice that I have written almost four hundred words·and have yet to mention Gaza, or Israel's phallic, unilateral 'pullout' from the territory, which has been
occupied for 48 years. (I suppose the rape-like nature of
colonialism justifies the sexual language used to describe
Israel's 'withdrawal' from some colomes.) The only mention of it I will make here is contextual, and provides just
the type of analytic meat that you will rarely (if ever) find
· in the American press.
Here goes: Dov Wieglass, Sharon's top political
advisor, said this in an interview with Israel's leading daily,
the Ha'aretz newspaper: "the significance oJ the disengagenunt plan is the freezing oJ the peace process ... .Effectively,
thls whole package called the Palestinian state, with all
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both houses of Congress."
Translation: Sharon has won the game of hls
design again. Because whUe the cameras and the journalists flock to see Jew remove Jew from Gazan beachfront
homes, he and his matrix of control tighten their stranglehold over the entire West Bank-the real estate Israel
desires most, for reasons political, nationalist, religious and
economic. The land-and-livelihood-destroying wall continues to ruin communities and frustrate families; settlements continue to expand at abnormal rares; and
Palestinians in that region's imprisoned cities, towns, villages and camps become less and less like the rest of us,
more and more like caged animals neglecred and abused by
their captor.
They are neglected, too, by the irresponsible, baitfollowing hordes of media workers that have recently
descended upon their broken city, Jerusalem, to ignore
them from up-close.
The problems my friend Mohamed will face in
the next years of his life are precisely the problems that
most journalists, politicians and political 'experts' will
ignore. That is because the refugee question strikes at the
heart of the unspeakable. Israel is not a democracy and
cannot claim to be one whUe millions of its native
Palestinians, living in exile in the territories, neighboring
Arab countries, Western Europe and the United Stares,
have no political or natural rights as citizens of a nationstate.
Israel has called Mohamed's home, Balata camp,
the 'center of terrorist activity' in the West Bank. Its military Operations there speak volumes about the camp's
steadfast resistance, and of Israel's absolute demal of
Palestinian rights. Balata exemplifies the problern between
the colomzer and the colonized.
If it seeks to proteer itself and its people, Israel
must confront its ghosts. Many of these people are living
and breathing-they walk the dusty streets of refugee
camps each morni ng and night. The single most important
policy move Israel must make (after an end to the occupation?) is the commencement of an honest dialogue with its
refugees. The~e people have nothing to lose and everything, perhaps even eternal happiness, to gain in resisting
occupation. To ignore them is to exist outside of reality.
The reality Israel is creating on the ground, asnbitious as
the wall and settlements are, will never compete with the
stark truth and event of Palestinian aspirations and
protests for a return to their lands.
Like the young Black and Latino men pushing
crack on street corners throughout America's neglected
cities, young Palestiman men have been treated like worthless, dangeraus animals by the hegemomc political and
cultural force in their lives. In both cases, justice requires
that 'we' begin to listen to 'them'. They are speaking with
bombs and bullets because we refuse to listen to their
articulate protests and desperate cries.
Keeping crack off the streets of the Bronx and
bombs off ofTel Aviv buses requires a similar philosophy
and politics about history, truth and racism. Physical reparations for both of these communities are indeed an
important last step. Bur fust the 'White' world must challenge the dangerous cancer of racism that has left much of
the rest a still-colomzed, post-colonial ghetto. The hlstories we suppress-whether they involve Huey Newton and
Assara Shakur, Fredrick Douglass and John Brown, or
LeUa Khaled and George Habash-will haunt us and further aggravate the world's political and social problems.
Before it is too late, we must begin to listen to those we
think so different from ourselves-we must hear openly
their stories and acknowledge their histories. The guns
have already begun to turn ...
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proposlog maliciously foolish bills - bills that have
attempted to part the elderly from social security or
restriet the rights of a persecuted and powerless
rrunority to consummate their Iove with a piece of
paper.
When tragedy struck, and Domitian's
beloved brother, the Emperor Titus, became ill and
died, the entire Roman Empire mourned. Some suspected that Domitian was responsible for his brother's
untimely demise; indeed, many modern classicists
likewise harbor this suspicion. Bur whether
Domitian's ascent to the throne was the result of a
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coup or a flu, at the end of the day Dorrutian found
hirnself with morepower than any man in the history
of Western civilization had ever held before hirn.
With it, he stabbed llies.
There is a final story that I would like ro
share with you. It involves one of my favorite hlstorical figures, Hubert Humphrey, who was involved in a
heated argument with the most powerful Texan ofhls
day, LyndonJohnson. During thls dispute, Humphrey
stated that Johnson was a big man from a big state,
but that he mistook size for greatness, and while
Johnson was indeed a big man, he had a hell of a lot
to learn before he could become a great man. Bush
would do weil to listen to those words, or else the era
that shall inevitably bear hls name will do so in disgrace.

"llev :\Iom."
"llello Jane. \V hat\ new at school?"
":'Jot much ... The Ohser\'er ctme out todav.
lt\ hella cool."
"The Ohser\'er?"
"Ye~th, it's a student newspaper."
"Ooooooh~ llow exciting."
"Yeah. You C<tn suhscrihe if \'Ott want ."

"I

Im\'~"

"Send thirt\· hucks, c.tsh or check to The
Ban{ Ohsenn, P.O. Box ')()()(), Ann<tnlLtle on - lludson, \JY 12SO-L You get ti>ttrteen
issues a ~·e.u· full of exhiLtrating journalism."
"Oh my Cod, l'm going to suhscrihe tmLty~"
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11 A.M. - 11 P.M.
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3 P.M.- 11 P.M.
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Hey you guys, your opinion about your professors is actually
important. The Educational Policy Committee wants your testimony.
"'*Please note all submitted testimony is closed to the community and reviewed only by Divisio,nal Evaluators, the Faculty
Evaluation Review Committee, the Dean and the President. **
Signed written testimony by faculty and students should be sent to designated Divisional Evaluators via cam.pus mail to the Office of the Dean
(Ludlow 203) no later than Wednesday, September 21,2005.
F üRRENEWA L
Name
Susan Aberth
J ennifer Day
Mat}ohoson
Tamar Khitarishvili
Joseph Luzzi
Jean Ma
Susan Merriam
PauJ Ramirez-}onas
Nerina Rustomji
.
]esse Shipley
Suzuki
Yuka
FüRPROMO TION
Name
Marina van Zuylen

Divisional Evaluators
Laurie D ahlberg, Omar Encarnacion
Gennady Shkliarevsky, TBA ·
Mary Caponegro, Elizabeth Frank
Michael Donnelly, Richard Gordon
Nancy Leonard,Melanie Nicholson
John Pruitt, Richard Davis
Laurie Dahlberg, Christopher Gibbs
Laura Battle, Barbara Ess
Richard Davis,Joel Perlmann
Amy Ansell, Myra Armstead
Daniel Berthold, Kris Feder

Divisional Evaluators
Nancy Leonard, Ann Lauterbach

SENIOR FACULTY REVIEW •
Faculty Evaluator
Name
Marina vari Zuylen
Elizabeth Frank
Mark Lambert ,,,~
Nancy Leonard
The following visiting facu1ty members are scheduled for review during
the Fall~2005 semester. Signed written testimony by faculty and students
should be sent to the College Evaluatjon corrunittee and sent via carnpus
mail to the Office of the Dean of the college (Ludlow 203)' n o later than
'
Wednesday, September 21 .
NONTENDR E-TRACK FACULTY:F IRST REVIEW
Division/Program
Name
ARTS/Photography
Tim Davis
ARTS/Studio Arts
Daniella Dooling
SSt/Psychology
Barton Meyers
FYS/Philosophy
David Shein

We're Famou s
And We Want
Your Mone y

over one another in a new race to give the
most and have their contribution shine in
the limelight as much as possible. The
question is inevitably raised---exactly how
problematic is this scenario?
· It is defi. nitely true that celebrities
create awareness. Hilary Du ff is as king

B Y NEHA }AIN
"S tep right up and donate to the B ri tney
Spears charity! It's the latest cool th ing to
,..
d0.
Have we become so desensitized
to the suffering of others that it takes
celebrity endorsements to motivate us to
help out?
In today's world, you can't get
away from celebrities, whether you Iove
'em or hate 'em. H eck, Britney Spears' latest baby update comes on right after the
war in Iraq on the 6 o'clock news.
Nowadays, it has become almost a trend
for celebrities to compel people to take
interest in a particular cause. You've got
one for almost every issue, be it AIDS or
can cer or even fur coats. With the recent
unfortunate events in New Orleans, it
seems as though celebrities are clambering

<rY."I!o'!o.

Hilary Duff Actress, Musici(m,
Philanthropist
fans to bring canned food donatio ns to her
concerts and has pledged S200,000 to the
Red Cross and SSO,OOO to the USA
H arvest. Rapper Master P has taken steps
to create a foundation called Team Rescue.
Jay Leno has decided to as k his guests on
The Tonight Show to sign a H arleyD avidson motorcycle that will be put up
for auction later this month on eBay. The

Real Ameri can
Hero: Adam
Coroll a
BY ToM ScHULTZ

September 13, 2005
and his acumen is displayed every night
on the show. He is not wise in the sense
that he is mys terious and complex. Qtite
the contrary- he has the rare talent to see
thing in a simple light, eliminating extraneaus factors and tak.ing a rational view
on life. Some ofhis funniest moments are
also his smartest moments, and it is this
profundity that Ieads one to laugh- not at
Adam, but at the "Ricockulous" (one of
Adam's invented words) natu re of society.
For instance, he attacks meani ngless
cliche ph.rases such as "everything happens for a reason" and "he died doing
what he loved," phrases that perhaps may
seem irisightful but are really about as
deep as Journey lyrics.
Another one of Adam's best
qualities is his willingness to offend anyone in the name of truth. He consistent-

In this troubled day and age, it is hard for
one to find reason and common se11sc in
the world. Luckily fo r us nocturnes, there
exists a sanctuary within which we can
seek refuge from the immeasurable madness. lncidentally, this oasis of sanity can
be found in one of the most barren
deserts in the world: latc-night FM
radio. For it is from the hours of 1:003:00 AM EST that one can have the hallowed experience of hearing one of the
great prophets of our time spew forth his
wi sdom. No, l'm not talk.ing about
Reverend Pat Robertson. l'm talking
about Rab bi Adam Carolla.
Raised in a dysfunctional
California family by Iethargie parents,
Adam found hirnself falling through the
cracks in what he deems one of the worst
educational systems in the country, the
Los A ngeles Public School System. After
graduating from North Hollywood High
School, he found h irnself drifting
between honorable blue-collar jobs,
mostly in construction and carpet-cleanly bashes his family, friends, and almost
ing.
group \-vithout
He got his "break" when, as a every ethnic and religious
this bigotry
call
may
Some
reservation.
boxing instructor, he met Jimmy
to those
response
Adam's
t
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hatred,
and
Kimme!. Kimme! took a liking to Adam
[butrat's
a
give
couldl}'t
"I
is
(in a platonic way of course), and eventu- people
oppothe
quite
are
rants
Adam's
tocks]."
ally gQt him a job at a California mornera, when everyone
ing radio show. But it was not until a year site of bigotry. In this
issues of equality
the
to
hypersensitive
is
later that his talent was recogn ized by
and race,
gender
between
sameness
and
one Dr. Drew Pinsky, host of the late
the
over
marches
audaciously
Adam
night talk show "Loveline," which at the
his
in
tape
red
and
polite boundaries
time was still a local gig. Adam was
ir
Bur
correctness.
political
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quest
placed on the show as a complement to
of
nature
hypocritical
and
bigoted
the
is
Drew, but his brilliance was soon recoginstitutions and concepts that
nized by the nation and he became the these
attacks, not the institutions and
Adam
centerpiece of the show.
themselves.
concepts
Currently, the show runs from
Carolla is indeed one of
Adam
10:00-12:00 PST on KROQ FM
of our generation,
thinkers
foremost
the
(Pasadena/Los Angeles) but can be heard
unheralded. lt's nice to
largely
although
easily through online feeds (www.dolknow that there is still at least one person
land. net/lovelim: is one of these sitcs).
the planet Earth that isn't afraid to
on
During the show, Adam and Drew deal
anyone in his quest for truth.
offend
with everything from drug addiction to
Carolla truly is an American
Adam
incest to human nature.
ero.
H
Adam boasts a solid IQof 92,
Iist goes on and on. Many celebrities have
made private donations of !arge sums of
m'oney as weil. Now, tl1ese efforts are surely app reciated and of course it is wonderful
that money is being raised, regardless of
the methods. But the issue at hand has a
double-sided edge. lt becomes not just
about the fans or audiences donating
money because celebrities have brought
their attention to the matter, it's abou t
them donating merely because celebrities
have endorsed it.
T he danger of this type of givingas-a-trend is that it becomes just another
"thing to do" in daily life and we remain
content in our little bubble, shoving a
check in the post office, and then going
back to wondering about the outfit to wear
to tonight's party. T his aloofness from
humanity makes us susceptible ·to other
types of influence, from the way we act to
the way we think. We have lost touch with
events not immediately in our vicini ty so
much so that our minds have been conditioned to tune them out.
In the long run , is the money
even worth it if people don't learn from
what has happened and try to become
actively involved in the world ? lf everyone
is ignorant of how serious the events taking place actually are, then how will we
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ever improve situations? D on't get me
wrong, donating is a wonderful thing to
do. Yet at the sa me time, we are losing
knowledge and depth of feeling. An alarmingly large num ber of us no Ionger feel the
genuine concern for the unfortunate incidents that drive us to contribute positively
in whatever way we can. Such inte nsity of
emotion is practically the backhone of
change and if we lose it, in the long run,
how important is that S20, SSO, or even
S1,000,000 we donated because Sean Penn
said to? C.Joseted in our own world, it
makes it easier to succumb to others' opinions, such as the government's or media
influences, and ignore the impacts of the
consequences.
In this day and age though, I
think it's naive to assume that this wave of
celebrity ma nia will change anytime soon
and with the increasing advent of new
technology {"Mom, Jjust bought a ce/1 phone
that I can check my emailfrom!"), it seems
like the influence of the entertainment
industry will only increase. I suppose at
this time in the United Stares, it's not the
worst thing in the world to donate because
someone you admire (although the reasons
we admire them are cause for debate)
encouraged you to do so. Brad Pitt, maybe
1'11 come join you in Africa after all.
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.CARNAL KNOWLEDGE
The Observer's Sex ColZf_mn
Dear Sex Co/umnist,
I bad heard that tbe «14 percentJaifure rate• ofcondoms was a Ioad of crap made up by some
sort of abstinence-only-education tbinlt tank. D oyou knryp; if the 14 percentrate is true? Is
there any research dh this subje.t? lt jusf seems that condoms cou/dn't possibly 'Jäil" that much.
It seemt lil<.e too marty people use them atui doh't get pregttant.

Dear Sex Columtzist,
I think sex is overrated. So, I was wonderhzg, what are your thougbts rm cuddling?
(Spoonin~ in particular} Does cuddling have aity health or financial benefits? Isn't cuddling
with Jamiljimembers kind ofawkward? Do you Jilte to cuddle? Would you Jike to cuddle with
tne?

Ye$, th.is statistic is acrually not the resultof the abstinence•only preaching of tbe curNo, I'm good, but you should -cuddle as
rent political adrninistration. If you ask any gynecologist~ they111 teU you that condoms
much as you want bequse it actually
does have healt:h benefits. Cuddling for
only protect you about 85% of the time. That said; the statistic is based on typical use
of !1 condom. "Typical''use means the condom is used inconsistently or incorrecdy
at kast 10 or 15 minutes a day with
someone you love keeps y<>u happier and
some of the time and consistendy and correctly other times . What the .doctor doesn't
say is that there is another statistic based on perfect use of condoms: "Perfect" use
makes you live Ionger hecause the brain
rel~ases happy horrnones, endorphins
means that a form of birth control is used conslstendy and correctly all of the time and
(kind of üke the health benefits of
carries a failure rate of only 3%. I guess it is reason'J.ble to assume that not all couples
will use condoms perfectly; and as a result, health organ:izations try to keep us careful by
laughing). But really, I think it is selfpublis.hing the failure rate that incorporates inconsistent condom use. So, dorit let the
evident that touchlog makes you happler
85% safety rating freak you out if you're not totally drunk and careless when you have
.
'
. ·- and that happine.ss is he;Qthy. As for
s.ex and you remernher you're using a condom. In case y9u. need the criteriil for "petwhom to cu.dale with and th_e :iwkwardn~s of such cuddling, 1 tan't offer more than to
fect" use of a condom:
·
' •
say that it obviously depends"ön the 1evcl of affection and comfort within a relation.. ' ,.. , "'~ '
" , .' ' · : _ ship.,
'
Use a new condom each tim~ you hav.<: sex. •
,,
·• .,. ~ · '"' " .. ·-~ ·· ·· ' • .. ;.•·
Store condoms in a c.ool, dry place, out of direct :sunlight/
Don't use a condom i{ it is damaged, discolored, detlated, brittl,s:, or stickyJ.rom lube. ,
DUlr Sex ColumnfLt;
,
.
:·'
Check the expiradon date:.before you 11$e it. , •
..
. ''
·
.
,. · My boyfrie1Jd dumpkd me immldiatelJ. after we J;ad sex for the first time• .H e was t1 virgin, I
Carefully open the.qmdom pat\tage, being;sure npt to tear the condom. "'·• ... ~ ~· n '_. .
was not. WC W!Jre.doingfinebifore. WbatJJappened?.
,,
'·
Put it on the er&t penis befQre you ha~e intercourse. <
,
• ··
•·••
··.
.
. , '
,
,
.
When placing the condQm pfl the'penis, feaye space at fhe tip for ejaculate (pinch a.n
. Without more information~ it is extre!lfely hard .to know wh~twentwrong in your. relainch), and ge.ntly 8.queeze tl;l.is t.!p as you _unroll the condom~ Jhe,way down the shaft. .·.· üons:h:ip. lt.could ~ i num~er of things1 but my guessis that he was unsure abou~ tbe.
. · .~ ..,.
, relationship to statt with. Also, it is very convnon }n our culture to overemph~ze and
Use water-based lubes.
· ..· · . . , , . · · .· •
lf the condorn breaks during sexual.intercourse, w,ithdraw tbe'pern~ ~medi~tely and ; . . : falselyrepresentsexand sexualpleas.ure. Tiie mediagiorifies itthe point.that we dont.
put on a new condom before resuming intercours~: CoQtact yout liealth c~e prov.id~,t9.' ~ rea.Jlrrert'l~ml,>er the.,Valu~ of conn~ctifig:~W Pti.r ö~ seiu#t}i.He piobably buüt up
ask about emetgency contraception' (L888.NOT2.LATE).
· .
· · <.. . " ·.·. · '
nÖtion ofhiv:irig sex: fotthe fir~f'tilfie sÖ
thatwhen i.t actually happened he
Grasp the rim of the condom between tl)e flngers and slowly pull out (with the oon3 , wa.S really corifused ·and disenchanted. But that doesn't mean you'had anything to do
dom still on) so that no $einen is splUecf
'
with ir~you can•r expect the firsttime t() be an)!th:Ing .Out ofthe otdinat)) especially if
someone inexpecienced has predetermined e~et:tations fothowgood the $eX will be
before it ever even happens.
···
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ARABIC TABLE 6-7PM
KLINE COMMITTEE
ROOM

CULINARY CLUB 8PM CAMPUS
CENTER CLUB ROOM

SWIM CLUB 4:30 GYM

II BELLYDANCING

PORTUGUESE TABLE 6:30PM
PRESIDENT'S ROOM KLINE

6:30PM-INTRO
7:30PM- INTERMEDIATE
JASON WEBLEY 7PM BARD HALL! 11 8:30-PM TAHITIAN DAN CE

BARD DEMOCRATS
9PM IN THE RED ROOM

STUDENT ATHLETE ADVISORY
COMMITTEE (SAAC)
7:30PM-CAMPUS CENTER

HIGHTEA EVERYWEEKDAY
4:30 CAMPUS CENTER

WAYFINDER EXPERIENCE 6PM

SWIM CLUB 4:30PM GYM
FLTING EAGLESQUAD
5PM SMOG
"HEROES AND SORCERERS-THE
WORLD OF HARRY POTTER"
CONCERT
8PM OLIN HALL

ENVIRONMENTAL COLLECTIVE
7PM ROOT CELLAR

BARD CYCLING TEAM
8PM RED ROOM

BARD XY LC115 7:30PM

THE CIRCLE 9PM SACRED
SPACE VILLAGE A
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7PM PCU
9PM SWINGERS
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SURREALIST TRAINNG
CIRCUS SPM SMOG
BFC: WHEN BILL MURRAY
DIDN'T SUCK
7 PM GHOSTBUSTERS
9PM GROUNDHOG DAY

PEERHEALTH EDUCATOR IIARABICTABLE 6-7PM
APPLICATIONS DUE
SWIM CLUB 4:30PM GYM
HEBREW TABLE 6-7PM
KLINE COMMITTEE
ROOM

1

PORTUGUESE TABLE

BELLYDANCING

SWIM CLUB 4:30 GYM

ENVIRONMENTAL COLLECTIVE
7PM ROOT CELLAR

BARD DEMOCRATS 9PM
CAMPUS CENTER ROOM 202 Il THOMAS STRUTH LECTURE JAMES CHACE MEMORIAL LEe6:30PM OLIN HALL
TURE 5:45PM BARD HALL
HUNDRED YEAR STORM
CONCERT .
(SPACE ROCK VISIONARIES
FROMTEXAS)
MPRlOPM

APU TRILOGY, PART 3
8PMWEIS

SWIM CLUB 4:30PM GYM
FLYING EAGLE FALCON
SQUAD

SPMSMOG
BFC: JOHN CASSAVETES
NIGHT
7PM FACES
9:30 PM OPENING NIGHT

GEORGIAN DAY
LEARN ABOUT .GEORGIA
AND THE CAUCASUS
REGION
OLIN HALL 1:30PM
7PM GEORGIAN DANCE
CONCERT OLIN AUD

BFC: JOHN FRANKENBEIMER NIGHT
7PM THE MANCHURIAN
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MARCH ON WASHINGTON
END THE WAR IN IRAQ
WASHINGTON, DG

1
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British Troll's
scended Testicle.
Way kl

ludmg ~. Wallace!

You're lhe \IIXSl PitWoary altS ever!

oot

a spoon, and

defilil~ ()(X

a '\riaab.' WHATTHE FUCK
IS AUNICAAB?!?

SECURITY X-RAY

MI~~ING: BABY ~TROLHR
My stroller went missing outside
the steps of Olin on Wednesday.

SECURlTY X-RAY

Ii

lt's plaid,grey and large
enough to hold a baby
or a day's yield of wheat.

.- · -

:rp

--

Piease help me.
Hy baby can't carry that
much wheat on-foot.

Dude, y ou got any quarters?

Weil ok, plan 81 we rub each
other down with choc:o'-te syrup.

Walt. what?

Ummm ••
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"Vou mean, I wish I 111eren't
in a concentration camp .
I'm also a grammar nazi."

Top Web Results for"TIANNANMEW

No entry found for TIANNANMEN.
Did you mean CH!NAt.1EN?
Suggestions:
CHINAMEN
CKA!NMFN
CHI NAMEN'
CHINAMAN

CUNtillillML\N
CHAINMEN'
CHA!NWAN

No entry was found in lhe dictionary. Would you Hke fo soorch !he Web for TIANNANMEN?
For bett.er results. try our search llps.

